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AGREEMENT. . 
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of the lsl day of June, 2002 by and between 
HORSESHOE OPERATING COMPANY dba" HORSESHOE HOTEL.&..CASINO (hereinafter, 
called the "Employer") 'and"its-successors..and.assigns, and the LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE 
BOARD OF LAS VEGAS,.for and on behalf of CULINARY WORKERS UNION,'LOCAL NO. 
226,.and BARTENDERS UNION, LOCAL'NO. T65 (hereinafter, called-the "Union"),... 
-•• WITNESSETH: *'••••"•..••••*• - . * •  
. WHEREAS, pursuant to a valid reopening 'notice'dated March' 6,^2002,-. arid, served upon the 
Employer by the Union; the parties..have,..by negotiations and collective bargaining, reached 
• complete agreement on wages, hours of work, working conditions ahdv otfi'ef-;re1ated',V hegotiable 
• subjects to be incorporated into a hew Labor'Agreement-whicriishalli supersede ail previous.verbal 
*_or written agreements inconftict with or modified .by. this Agreement, applicable to the employees *in 
""'the bargaining unit defmed herein which may have existed between the Employer'and the':lMon.or 
; between the predecessor of the Employer", if any, "and' the predecessor-o£ the/Union^ if any. <-•.-•,/ -
"" ••'"• ' '• " ' - U v . /
 ; - \ - l l i w . . . ; , . . . "' 
. NOW, THEREFORE;' in consideration of the foregoing, the execution of this Agreement and-the 
'full and faithful performance, of the covenants, representations'arid 'warranties cotJtainedherein, it is 
"'> mutually agreed as follows; '"" "'" " >\u\;,:-V'-'*. 
' \ ARTICLE 1: RECOGNITION AND CONTRACT COVERAGES' V * *V ' 
"" ' \ "\\\\v •; _ 
1.01. Recognition of the Union. • ... :. \-% . • . , . 
The Employer recognizes-the Union as the.exclusive bargaining representative for the Employer's 
employees at its current,establishment at Las Vegas, Nevada, working 'under the'-Union's jurisdiction 
«*. and working in those job classifications'listed'hr Exhibit -1, attached hereto and made a part of this 
Agreement. The Employer'and the-Union.agree.that the term "employee" as used in this Agreement 
refers to employees of the Employer working in such classifications. The Employer and the Union 
.^  . agree that all employees working in such classifications-are properly..within• the bargaining.unit. 
Any classification established by the Employer,-.not;listed in Exhibit 1, where the employees 
perforin duties covered by this' Agreement shall be a pait of this Agreement at'a wage rate 
comparable to related job classifications. 
1.02. Open and Excluded Classifications. 
(a) The classifications set forth below are included in the bargaining unit, but their wage scales 
shall be open, and they shall be covered only by Articles 11, 14, 15, 25 and'26 of this Agreement 
and, where applicable, those provisions dealing with gratuities. There shall be no split shifts for 
Specialty Room Chefs. The provisions of Article 21 may be invoked as to persons'employed in 
such classifications solely for the purpose of processing grievances limited to disputes or differences 
involving the meaning, interpretation, and/or application of the Articles specified above. 
This shall not preclude the Union from filing grievances under other Articles for claimed violations 
of its rights. 
1 
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Head Host Person-,-. •• 
Pastry Chef (one per Employer) ' 
Specialty Room Chef 
Specialty Room Head Person 
(b) Bargaining Unit Work. " ' • ' • ' ' ' • _ • ' • ' • ' . • ' - . • 
Non-bargaining unit employees shall perfonn no bargaining unit work except such occasional work 
as is reasonably connected with or incidental to the proper and orderly conduct of .hotel operations.. 
ARTICLE 2: HIRING OF-EMPLOYEES - .' 
2.01. Hiring Procedure. 
Whenever the Employer finds it necessary to hire new employees for those classifications covered 
by this Agreement, it may recruit and procure, applicants from any source.
 >M ; .,.• ... , . . 
At its so!e option, the. Employer "may notify the':UniohAvho'.shall assist the Employer .in obtaining 
applicants who meet the qualifications required :-by the; Employer. -.When,applicable, the Union's 
selection of applicants for referral shall be on a nondiscriminatory basis, and shall not be based upon 
or in any way affected by membership in the 'Union 'orJ-tfie (Union's. bylaws, rules, regulations, 
constitutional provisions or any other aspects or obligations of Union membership, policies, or 
requirements, or upon ^applicant's race,.color, religion, sex, age or national origin. 
The Employer shall.be the sole judge of an "applicant's suitability, competence and qualifications to 
perform-the work of-any job to be filled. The Employer may accept-or ..reject any applicant for 
employment, in accordance .with applicable'laws.; '--"" 
When the Employer considers applicants for employment who have not been referred to the 
-Employer by the Union's dispatch office, the Employer shall, in order to maintain a consistent and 
orderly process, advise such applicants that in order to obtain employment they must be dispatched 
by the Union's dispatch office in accordance with the regular procedures, of that office. The 
Employer agrees no employee will be hired or put to work without a referral slip from the Union's 
Dispatch Office except in the case of an emergency. The Employer "may designate to the Union's 
dispatch office by name the.emplpyees that shall be dispatched for available positions. 
The Union's referral service shall send applicants named by the Employer directly back to the 
Employer. Such applicants named by the Employer shalLbe. processed by the Union's referral 
service,in the same manner as 'all'others processed by the Union's referral service .without any 
discrimination. Any applicant named by the Employer shall.be permitted by,the Union's referral 
service to register in the same manner as others. If'mere are .any problems with processing of 
applicants, the parties will review such problems arid make such changes as may be necessary. The 
Employer shall provide the Union on a timely basis with copies of the names, Social Security num-
bers,'departments, and job titles of all employees hired by-the Employer. 
Assistant Housekeeper 
Banquet Captain 
Bell Captain 
Head Butcher 
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2.02. No Individual Contracts. , . ; ; 
No employee covered by-this Agreement.shall.be compelled or aliowed'to enter into any individual 
contract or agreement with the Employer.'concerning conditions of employment, which varies the 
terms or conditions of-employment contained^ in this Agreement. 
ARTICLES: UNION SECURITY . 
3.01. Check-Off. " ' '< - . ,
 : \ ' ' ' , , , . . ; ; " * •- • -
The Check-Off Agreement and system heretofore entered into and established by the Employer and 
the Union for the check-off of Union;du;2S;by voluntary authorization, as set forth in Exhibit 2, at-
tached to and made a part of this Agreement, shall be continued' in effect for the term of this 
Agreement. 
3.02. Indemnification. - ,; , : • . , - . . ...
 :"
 : :
 • 
1
 The Union will indemnify and save the Employer'harmless against any and all claims, demands or 
" other forms of liability which may arise.outpf, or, by reason of, any action taken or not taken by the 
Employer, at the request-of the Union;in ace or dance, with the provisions of this Article. 
, • • - • ' - ARTICLED; UNION REPRESENTATIVES ^ ' - ; K 
4 . 0 1 . • " : • • • ' ' : • • • . . • . . / . , . : ; . , ' ! : - : • ; . •'.'•„•. - , ", ' . '.'"•./.;. " / / . ''/'''" - ' " " ; : 
Authorized representatives of the Union shall be permitted to visit the; "Employer's es'tablisliment to 
./see that this Agreement-is-being enforced and. to collect.Uniqn dues, assessments and initiation fees, 
" provided that such-visits by'Union representatives shall'not •interfere with the conduct of.the 
Employer's business or with the performance of,work by employees during their working;hours. 
Union representatives may be required to wear identification badges'iri non-public-areas. • 
4.03. Employee Information. . ' : . . - • 
To permit the Union to properly and efficiently carry out its responsibilities,-the Employer, shall 
provide the following information to the Union: , , . • • • • - • •.-•-• . 
' " (a) By the 10th- day of each, month, a list of all employees hired into the bargaining unit during 
**' the preceding month,'including each employee's name, social security number, address, phone 
number, department, job title, hire date, Article 10 category, ethnicity, sex and date of birth. •. 
/ (b) .! By the 10th day of each monthv a-list of all bargaining unit employees' terminated and the 
reason therefor, placed'on leave of absence or transferred out" of the bargaining unit, and of all 
employees transferred-into-the-bargaining unit, during the preceding month- including each ; " 
•" employee's name, social security number, date of birth arid ethnicity'and the date(s) of-such 
* personnel transactions,-and the expected date of return for leaves' of absence.'-' .-.-
(c) The reports described, in'subsections (a) and (b) shall be sent to the Union by fax, mail or via 
email, after the Union has demonstrated to the Employer that the proper *PGP" security Encryption 
measures exist in the Union's network. 
.,• . . 3 ... , 
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(d) The Employer shall furnish the Union with a quarterly list of all employees in the bargaining 
unit, including each employee's name, social security1 number, department, job title, date of birth, 
date of hire and sex. This report shall be in computer-readable format electronic form in any one of 
the following media:' • 'l ' . • 
1. 3V2" diskette in Formatted Text (Space Delimited) format 
2. CD ROM in Formatted Text (Space Delimited) format 
3. '' ZIP Disk'ih Formatted Text(Space Delimited) format
 t. 
4. • • Via'-'e-mail'transmission -.•". .• _ • ! .' ." '" 
ARTICLE 5: SALARIES AND WAGES 
5.01. Weekly Payment. 
Regular employees shall be paid weekly, provided.thai-if this Employer's practice in the past has 
been to pay semi-monthly or bi-weekly it may continue to do' so. " Paychecks (other than for 
employees in "open,'''crf^sififeti6ns')'m«st:^ha.W>the number of hours paid for in that pay period, 
broken down by straight-time and overtime hours. Records on the' source ana dates of gratuities 
included on paychecks shall be made available to the employees on request. 
5.02. Gratuities. - - - • - . . 
All gratuities left by customers are the property of the employees exclusively, and no Employer or 
department heads nof covered "by this Agreement-shall, take any part of such gratuities or credit the 
same in any manner toward the payment'of an employee's, wages. Cash gratuities left by guests 
checking out of rooms shall be the property of Guest Room Attendants unless otherwise specified 
• by/the guest in writing. Except as provided otherwise in,this Agreement, employees shall not be
 ; 
required to divide their gratuities with any. other;person(s), and they shall hot be coerced or discrim- * 
mated against to cause them-to do so. ..The Employer shall not post or'display notices restricting 
gratuities; provided, however, that where the Employer has special events, sales promotions or other 
functions where the price charged includes gratuities, the Employer may publish and distribute 
literature, brochures'and tickets'for. same which contain a notice or statement that gratuities are . 
included in such price, if such notice or statement specifies which classifications of employees 
receive.the gratuities. : - • . . . • ' 
Gratuities, regardless of the amount, signed by a registered hotel guest on that'guest's individual 
hotel checks, or by a registered hotel guest or other customer on his individual credit card, shall be 
paid to the employee in cash either after the end of the shift or immediately prior to the 
commencement of the employee's next shift, provided that, in the case.of gratuities sighed on a hotel 
check, the employee must' have followed the Employer's established and published procedure for 
verifying that the person who signed for the gratuity is a registered hotel' guest and is not'exceeding 
his established credit limit. •' ' " ' ••-
No employee' shall solicit gratuities from-other employees. ' 
4 
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5.03. Terminated Employees. -. . . 
Employees who are discharged and/or resign shall *be paid in accordance with applicable laws: 
608.020. Discharge of employee: Immediate payment. Whenever an employer 
discharges an employee, the wages and compensation earned and unpaid at the time of such 
discharge shall become due and payable immediately.; . 
608.030. Payment of employee Svho resigns or quits.his employment. When an 
employee resigns or quits his employment, the wages and compensation earned and unpaid at the 
time of his resignation or quitting must be paid no later than: 
• " ' • ' • " . ' : : , . . * - . . . • * : ! . . ;
 n _ . _ 
1. The day on which he would have regularly been paid the wages or compensation; or 
,•2.
 t . • Seven days after he resigns or quits', whichever is earlier. '. • •. _ , ~.7"~ , " "--;; 
608.040. Penalty for failure to pay discharged or quitting employee,. 
' - ' • ' • ' • • " • ' yj'A . ' . . . ; ( - • , • • • , . . ' • " " ' 
3. If an employer fails To pay:' '•' f;— ••'.'v / • :• ,. • _ . • . .';,:, , / 7 . ' '[ 
(a) Within 3 days after the wages or compensation of a discharged employee becomes due; or 
,,;(b), ' 'On the day the wage's or compensation is due. to. an-, employee. who resigns:'or quits; the 
. wages or compensation of the'employ ee~continues at.the.same rate from,the,day_the resigned,"quit or 
was discharged until paid or foro0days,whichever is>less.-.- ,
 t • : . ..., . .__ " 
2. » Any employee'"who-secretes or'-'absents "himself to avoid, payment of his wages; or 
compensation or refuses to accept them'whe^'ftilly'tendered.-to^him, is not, entitled to re'ceive-the 
payment thereof for the time he secretes or- absents'hirhself to, avoid payment. • \ 
5.04. Delinquencies. ' - :: 
If the Employer becomes delinquent in tlie payment ofwages oris operating in receivership by the 
Board of Trade or a creditors' committee, or "in-the case of liquidation or bankruptcy;'all salaries 
accrued become due and must be paid at once. In such cases, the Union reserves the right at any 
-time to demand and receive daily payment of wages to all .employees, provided that'by mutual 
agreement of.the Employer and the Union such wages due may be deposited in an approved escrow, 
5.05. Deductions and Donations. • -t. . , 
' (a) No employee shall'be required-to subscribe-to any form of. insurance or to make 
contributions or suffer any'deductions-from wages without written authorization of such'employee, 
except as may be required by law. • • - - " . • • ' . : . ... , • 
.(b) There shall be no automatic cash deductions from an employee's wages for any cash 
shortage until after consultation with-the employee and the. responsibility for tlie shoitage has been 
established by the Employer; provided, however, that prior to any such deductions the employee 
may have the Union review the case with the Employer. When any said deduction is permitted 
under the preceding sentence, then, in no event shall the deduction be delayed beyond tlie latter of 
five (5) days or tlie next paycheck due after the employee is notified of the intent to deduct. Tlie 
- 5 
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Employer shall notify an employee in writing immediately after its determination that a cash 
shortage exists for which it intends to deduct the shortage from the employee in accordance with the 
preceding sentence unless the matter is otherwise resolved. ' 
5.06. Superior Workmen. ,
 c -
The wage scales in this Agreement are minimum" scales and do not prohibit the Employer from 
paying higher wage rates than those set forth in Exhibit 1. However, it is'specifically agreed that 
employees 'compensated at rates higher than those set forth in Exhibit 1 may be returned to the 
applicable wage scale set forth in Exhibit 1 at the sole discretion of the Employer. Any action by 
the Employer to return an employee to his/her Exhibit 1' Wage Scale shall not be subject-to Article 
.. 21--Grievance and'Arbitration. . . . , . , , . , • ' * • 
5.07. Combination Jobs. . , ' . , . 
When an employee works for more than two (2) hours 'in two or more classifications in any day, 
• he/she shall be paid for that day at-the. rate' of pay for'the highest classification, provided that this 
shall not apply in cases of relief for meal and'rest periods. In any interpretation of this collective 
bargaining agreement, Article 16 shall.control.oyer Section 5.07.' An employee shall suffer no 
reduction in pay. as a result of being assigned'to "a lower rated classification under the provisions of 
this Section. , ;v ; ... -. • ;,
 ;: . •. * ... .. . _ " . " . ' ' " ' • • '-
 ;
' -
' ' " • " . "
 ;
 • " "
!
 • "••••<' ' • • • ' , - • . • - • ' 
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section, employees classified as Change Persons and/or as 
Carousel Attendants may work as Booth Cashiers up to two (2) hours per shift and shall be paid at 
the rate of pay for the higher classification,only Tor the hours actually worked. However, if such 
work exceeds two (2) hours per shift, the employees" shall receive the higher-rate of pay for the 
"-entire shift as provided in.this;Section.. •?,--,-. 
5.08. Equal Pay. . ' , . , < _ • >
 : • • • , . . . ' 
The wage scales set forth in Exhibit 1 shall apply equally to male and female employees covered by 
this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 6: DISCIPLINE 
6,01. Cause for Discharge. • • •> - -
(a) • No regular, employee, after having completed his/her probationary period, shall be 
-discharged, 'suspended-without pay or subject to other disciplinary action without just cause. 
Probationary employees, are employees at will who may be discharged or disciplined,. with or 
without-cause, at the'discretion of the Employer. The discharge or discipline of any probationary 
employee shall not be .subject to the provisions of Articled 1 - Grievance and Arbitration.. . 
• When a-regular employee, is discharged or. disciplined, any prior disciplinary action of that 
employee occurring within-the-.preceding one (1) calendar year before the-date of the discharge or 
' discipline may be considered in determining the just cause of the discharge or discipline. .Warning' 
"notices, written customer complaints, reports of outside agencies or of the Employer's own security 
force concerning conduct of an-employee shall, become null and void one (1) calendar year after the • 
-Mate of issuance.and may not thereafter be..us£d as"a basis for any_subsequent discharge or dis-"•' 
ciplinary action. " • ; 
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The Union agrees that all employees cqyered'by this'Agreement shall be subject to all rules of 
conduct issued by the Employer in accordance with Section 23.02 of this Agreement, .The parties 
recognize that many different types of conduct or infractions can constitute just cause for discharge 
or for disciplinary action.. The parties, agree that employees may be discharged without prior disci-
pline for the following reasons: " ' ' ' 
1. . dishonesty; . / - -• • - l ' . • . ' • . _ •
 F 
2.,', .drunkenness or drinking oh duty;' ' .":•:••. 
3. being under the influence of a controlled substance oh duty; " • . 
4. unlawful possession of a controlled substance or using ^controlled substance during 
working hours or on the Employer's premises; 
** •. • 5. .. unlawful sale of a controlled substance; -:./li;.L-. . ' . , » • " 
••; r . . . 6V refusing to submit, to testing for'drug or •alcohol" usage in-accordance with the 
• ••" . -, provis ions^ Section 6.01(b)of this Agreement; .'•• i-.c;-. ., ., . •. . 
•/ 7. willful misconduct; . *.".: . "\ ' "V ' ' • - ' - . -.•.-. -
8. •. : participation in a slowdown,, work stdppage'orstrike in'vi'olation of this Agreement; 
9. abusive, serious improper behavior or discourtesy toward a-customer or.guest; . 
10. serious improper behavior toward a supervisor or a fellow employee; 
X •' 11. •:. unjustified refusal to follow an order of a supervisor or other representative of the 
Employer;. •_ V',./..'.'. '. • "' '"'', '''.' : i:''-^"--^- ; *•'.: _ .. -:•,.,. 
. 1 2 . ,. failure.to report for wprk.as scheduled without cause1;''" '^.vi ;r .-.. . - . . - • . 
13. walking off the job;without permission during"a-shift- '-:•' v.":*. \ ;
 ;'.,•. _; 
14. insubordination; " ' " ' ' • "'-"' '-• ' ; .-.. ...• ,• 
15. attempting to dissuade a customer or guest*from patronizing the Employer's hotel or 
casino operations; or 
16. making disparaging remarks concerning the Employer or. its1 operations .to a 
customer or guest. " " " •"' • • ' "• 
Tlie above provisions relating,to controlled substances will not apply to medicine lawfully 
prescribed for the employee using the substance by a licensed physician and used in accordance 
with the prescription. 
• When a. regular employee who has completed the probationary period is disciplined and/or 
-• discharged, the reason therefore will.be given to the employee in writing. When an employee is 
* discharged, copies of the written discharge notice to tlie employee will-be sent'to the-Union within 
seventy-two (72) hours of the, discharge. Upon request by the-Union, legible copies of all 
documents relevant to discipline or discharge, including videotapes/shall be provided to the Union. 
••'- (b). . When there is-reasonable.cause to believe'that*an'employee is.under the influence of alcohol 
-. or a controlled substance, the, employee," after being notified of the contents; of this subsection, must 
• consent to an immediate .physical, examination at an independent medical facility or suffer the 
penalty of discharge. ..The Employer shall pay/for the cost of the 'examination, and the employee 
' shall.be paid for all time.required for the examination. A blood alcohol level of-.l provides an 
absolute presumption that an employee is under the'-influence of alcohol and. shall constitute just 
cause for discharge. 
• • , . - . . - •
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A positive reading for the presence of any illegal controlled substance resulting from a gc/ms test 
shall constitute just cause for discharge. , ' , . r ' -
(c) Employees with less than three (3) years' employment with the Employer may be paid, at 
the time of discharge, at the discretion of the Employer, two (2) months' pay including the higher of 
declared or assigned tips in lieu of processing a grievance and arbitrating the:discharge_. In the event 
the employee declines this offer when made by the Employer, the -Union-will not arbitrate the 
discharge unless it objectively determines that, in its judgment, the discharge constituted a flagrant 
miscarriage of justice. - • .-• .-• '•• . , ' - L- . • •• 
(d) ' ' In disciplinary cases which do not warrant dischargewithout prior discipline under the terms 
of this Article, the Employer w_ill follow a system of progressive discipline subject to the provisions -
• b e l o w ; '•'•••. . -. . .; . . .; .-"..• .', .", .',
 r', ' ' ' " 
1.' ; In any' discipline -case,...evidence, of/comparative 'treatment of employees shall not be a 
defense.to any disciplinary action, including';,discharge;;'taken 'by" the Employer and shall be 
inadmissible in any arbitration hearing for the purpo'se'of challenging :the propriety of any discipline 
imposed, unless the Union can demonstrate ,|hat. a different, or no, discipline was imposed upon 
• another employee in a substantially similar factual situation'. 
2. Irrany discipline -tase,-.evidence of alleged condonation of prior-infractions by the employee 
shall hot'be-a defense to any disciplinary action','including discharge,;takerr.by the Employer and 
shall be inadmissible in an arbitration hearing' for the "purpose of challenging the propriety of any 
discipline imposed,-, so r. long--as the_Employer had'," prior to' the imposition of the discipline in "* 
question, specifically advised the employee, thattlie'iriyolved conduct would no longer be tolerated '\ 
and that any repetition of the conduct could result in disciplinary action of the type and to the degree 
of that which was imposed. 
3. In the event.the work performance of an employee is deteriorating or has become 
'unsatisfactory to the Employer and the employee has received a t least orie-(l) written naming , 
notice for substandard work performance, the Union, upon being advised by the Employer of the 
situation, agrees to immediately meet .with the. Employer and-the employee concerning his/her 
performance. If such work performance continues, or if the employee is guilty of any infraction of 
any rule, the employee shall be subject to disciplinary action, up to-and including discharge. In the 
event the'Employer does not discharge,-the employee involved, but assesses a'lesser (disciplinary 
penalty, the-Employer-shall retain -the ability to discharge the'employee as a result of any such 
continuing'performance or as; a result of any future infraction of the Employer's rules. 
(e) Nothing contained in this Agreement shall "prohibit the'; Employer from disciplining an 
employ ee'base'd on ^ documented verbal complaint of,a, customer or guest. 
6.02. Warning Notices. 
' A'copy of any written warning notice shall be issued to'trie-'affected employee. ''The affected_ 
'employee shall be required to sign all warning'notices' for the-purpose-of acknowledging receipt/'' 
Refusal of an employee to sign a warning .notice.for" the purpose of acknowledging receipt shall be- -
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just cause for discipline, or discharge. The warning notice shall state prominently and adjacent to 
the place for the employee's signature; "BY'SIGNING, I ONLY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT. I 
DO NOT THEREBY AGREE TO THE CONTENTS OF THIS WARNING." - Warning notices 
issued to employees must; specify the event or actions for which the warning is issued. 
6.03. Time ol Discharge. 
No employee shall be. discharged on.his/her day off or while on vacation:. • . „. 
- • - • . , , ' 
6.04. Mitigation of Damages. ' '' ' • 
Any employee covered by this Agreement who is discharged by the Employer-and who disputes 
his/her-discharge was for just cause shall.have an affirmative duty to mitigate any potential damages 
which might result to the Employer in £he event trie discharge involved is subject to .Article 21 -
Grievance and Arbitration and an arbitrator overrules the discharge'. An arbitrator acting under the 
terms of this Agreement who sustains the grievance of a discharged employee shall have no 
authority to award any back pay to, that. employee unless that employee or the Union has 
affirmatively proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the employee; has fulfilled his/her duty 
to mitigate damages at all times since his/her discharge'/ " * • . ' - " • - ' . . , • - ' 
. ARTICLE 7; REPORTING PAY ' >.:i, 
7.01.' Reasons for Payment. 
When the Employer or .his representative orders ah employe'e-to report for work, or fails to notify an 
employee not to report for,work as,previously scheduled, 'for'any reason, and said employee is not 
allowed to work, the Employer shall payjhV employee'at the'employee's, regular, r^te of pay for his 
-scheduled shift, provided, however, that where aW.employee'is sent-home-after commencing.work 
because the Employer cannot present scheduled'ehterta'iiijneht due'-to bona fide'illness or;disability 
of the entertainer or entertainers to"perform, thVempldyee -shall be paid for the.hours actually 
worked or four (4) hours, whichever is greater. - ': 
7.02, Discharged Employees. " ' '' '• 
Employees who are discharged must be notified not later than-the .'end of their shift, except in cases 
of discharge for dishonesty discovered by the Employer after the end of the shift. If this is not done 
and the employee reports for work on his/her 'next regularly scheduled 'shift and is not allowed to 
work, the employee shall be paid for the scheduled shift. 
.7.0-3. Early.Shift Release. . 
Employees shall not be.requested directly or indirectly by the Employer to leave work before the 
end of a scheduled shift on which the employees have commenced work; proyided that this Section 
. shall not be construed to prohibit an'employee, with the Employer's.approval,-from voluntarily 
-•-leaving work early if he-so desires, and being paid only for the time actually worked on the shift. 
ARTICLE8! DISCRIMINATION AND LIE DETECTOR TESTS //> 
8.01. Prohibited Discrimination. .• -:: - : ' .-
- There shall be.no discrimination by the'Employer or the Union-against any employee because of 
membership or nonmembershipin,, or activity 'on behalf of the Union, provided, that an. employee's 
Union activities shall not interfere'with'"the'performance of his work- for the Employer. In 
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accordance with applicable laws, there shall be no discrimination against any employee with respect 
to compensation, terms, conditions, privileges of or'opportunities for employment because of race, 
color, religion, sex, age, national origin .or choice of'sexual partner. . 
8.02. Lie Detector Tests Prohibited. *' „ !! 
No employee shall be, required or requested by the'Employefto take a' lie detector test. 
8.03. Confessions or Statements. " 
No employee shall be required, requested or coerced by the Employer or by any employee of the 
Employer to resign, or to sign-a confession or statement concerning his/her conduct unless'a Union 
representative is first-given-an opportunity to be present/ ' • ' •••'• 
:8.04. Bondable Status.
 ; - . •'[' ,""'' ' 
In accordance.with .thepresent practice as it exists with/this Employer, employees who regularly., in 
the course of. their employment,,'are required to'handle money* or negotiable instruments may be 
required to maintain,bondable status as a condition of employment: The Employer may require new 
employees who in the course of their 'employment regularly are' required to- handle money or 
negotiable instruments to maintain bondable status as"a"condition of employment. There shall be no 
individual bonds for Servers, Bartenders or Change Persons. 
. .• « ARTICLE 9:. WORK SHIFTS, WORRXVEEK ANB OVERTIME 
• • * i * * • ' * • • ' ' . . . ' 
9.01. Shift and Weekly Overtime. - • - - - . . • 
- (a) *:• Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half the straight-time hourly rate for the 
following: • ' - > - < - . ' . ' 
>• (1*) , For employees-assigned .to a schedule of full or short shifts, all hours worked in 
excess of eight (8) in any workday.' " . , ' [ ' ' ' ' 
(2) For employees assigned to a schedule" of four (4) ten (10) hour days, all hours 
worked in excess often (10) hours.in any.workday. 
' • • - • • • j 
(3) All hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in any work week. 
(4) All hours worked on the sixth (6lb) consecutive day worked. 
(b) Overtime shall be paid at the rate of two and one-half times the straightrtirrie hourly rate for 
the following: \ • .• - • . -• - ,, 
(1) .-AH,hours worked on the seventh (7th) consecutive day. worked. • ••-
• ' • • • ' " ' • ' < , " . , 
(c) Holidays not worked and "paid for at straight time under Section 12.02 of this Agreement 
shall count as a shift for the purpose of computing weekly overtime. • ' 
-(d)- Overtime shall not be paid under'this Article for more than one reason for the same hours 
• '- ' worked. -There will be no pyramiding of overtime.. ' "'• -•'•-•'. 
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(e) Ten (10) hour shifts may be scheduled for employees in all classifications, except for Cooks 
and Miscellaneous Kitchen Help and Housekeeping classifications, who may voluntarily agree to be 
scheduled for ten (10) hour shifts. All work performed by an employee with a ten (10) hour shift on 
that employee's fifth (5th) consecutive day of work will be paid at time and one-half (1-/2X), on that 
employee's sixth' (6th.) consecutive day of work will be paid ••at two times: (2X), -and on that 
employee's seventh (7th) consecutive day of work will'be paid at two' and one-"hal£ (2-/2X) the 
employee's straight-time hourly rate of pay respectively. 
9.02. Days Off. L ,'• - ..".' *. ' ' "'•' " v — ' ' •'• - -. 
The Employer supports the principle of providing its employees'-withUvvo;(2) days' off,- or three (3) 
days off for employees on a ten (10) hour per day'schedule, during each'seven (^)'daywork period. 
The Employer will schedule them consecutively, except that when business conditions dictate, the 
Employer may split'them.. In those instances, tlie scheduling of split days off will be/done according 
to. the provisions of Section 20.04(b) ,qf ,tbis Agreement. "Empldyees'absent for personal /reasons on 
one or more of their first four (4) or five ,(£) scheduled days of wor'k'ih their workweek may work at 
the employer's request ooa scheduled.day off in tlje sai^e'wbrkweeK'atrstraight-time. Employees 
'" shall riot be required to work on their scheduled 'days "off. " ' ' • ' - ' . ; • 
9.03. Guaranteed Work. " ' ": J ' - • •'• •'".:-•-•."•;•••=;: 
(a) Regular and.relief .employees/w)}Qj are .scheduled^ and report for work at the beginning of 
their workweek shall be guaranteed pay for the 'fpUoWing'iiurrloer'o?-shifts for which they are 
scheduled in that workweek. 
. . . , ^'
r>::':'} j,l-h-f''/ *>-•.", :\;,>< •.: • 
(b) 1. Not less than four (4) or five (5)"full shifts'as defined in Section 9:0l(a)('D) and (a)(2) 
fo r : „ •• • 
COOKS AND MISCELLANEOUS''KITCHEN '-HELP- CLASSIFICATIONS, except 
Dishwashers for banquets and private parties; • " • ; ' •' ' j '• -. ._. 
DINING ROOM( CLASSIFICATIONS'except Host Person, all Server classifications, Bus 
Persons, all Cashier and Checker classifications;'' - " .• 
CASINO CLASSIFICATIONS (Booth Cashiers; Change'Persons, Carousel Attendants); 
• HOUSEKEEPING CLASSIFICATIONS', 
BAR CLASSIFICATIONS except BARTENDERS serving hospitalities,; cocktail ..parties 
and bars for Specialty/Gourmet Rooms where the room is only open four (4) days per week, 
or the Bartender for a showroom where there is only one show per night; 
BELLHOPS. ' V " . . •'" • -• • •' ., .: 
' 2. '• Not less than four (4) or five.(5) full or short shifts as defined in Section 9.01(a)(1) 
or (a)(2) for Host Persons, all Cashier'and. Checker classifications, for all Food and Cocktail 
Server classifications except Specialty/Gourmet Room Food and Cocktail'Servers, assigned 
to such rooms where the room is open only four (4) days, and for Bus Persons. 
.....
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3. Not less than four (4) shifts of at least six (6) hours for Specialty/Gourmet Room 
Food Servers and..Bus Persons where the room is only open four (4) days per week and 
Cocktail Servers assigned to such room's. Nofless than four (4) shifts of eight (8) hours for 
Specialty/Gourmet Room Bartenders where the'room is only open four(4) days per week. 
(c) However notwithstanding the above provisions, the weekly guarantee shall not apply to the 
following situations: ' • . . . , - • - . . . . 
1. .The first week'of- employment including the'first week of active employment on 
return from absence-from, work or_layoff. \ •---'•' ., _. -, 
2. ... • The week in which an. empl"oyee'begins;his/her vacation.or other absence from the -
job if said vacation or absence does "hot begin -at the -end- of the employee's scheduled •' 
workweek. "'"' '•"• 
'" ' ' -
:
' ' " ' ' ' • - ' • • • • ' : • : . : • > ; :•?.•'•_. • .• • - , ; - . . 
3. The.week in which ah employee ends his/her vacation or other absence from the job 
• " -• . if the employee does not return,to work at'the beginning of his/her scheduled workweek. 
4. Shift changes brought about'byJ senior "employees bidding in accordance with 
Section20L04.].,-.,; ;;._; >,•/ , . . ,-.. ,-,-,..,.. 
5. The first and last week of employment for employees hired to provide relief for 
:
'
,j
 vacations or other absences from the job. ,
 t ':.\'.-i\i , ; 
6. Where the Employer, Onion"ah&"the'employee: have *.mutually -agreed that the \-
employee would be scheduled for and work less than the contractually provided for 
workweek and/or shift. 
7. • When the Employer's establishment' or any part thereof is closed as a result of an Act 
of God, fire or failure of an entertainer to perform. ' • • ' . . . . 
8. When the Employer closes any part of its establishment for any reasons other than • 
those stated in paragraph 7'and notice thereof is given to affected employees at least two (2) 
weeks in.advance. , ' - : . - • ' • . " 
(d) •. Employees called .to work on'their sixth (6lU) or seventh (7th,) consecutive days in a 
workweek or .on any ofthe holidays listed in Section 12:01 shall be guaranteed-a full or short shift , 
on such days, depending'.on-whether they, are'regiilarly assigned-to a full or short shift, at the 
applicable rate of pay. , • . . . - • • .* ". - . - . ; ' . - - • . • . .. . . 
9.04. Single Shift. ' , . 
No emplbyee shall be required to work more than one (1) shift in any one (1) twenty-four (24) hour 
period, except as pait of a regular weekly schedule. This shall riot .prohibit the performance of work 
' immediately before or after -regular.'shift fiours and'shall ndt-prohibit the performance,of overtime ^ 
' work, provided that any such overtime hours" snail be compensated at < one-and one-half times (1- , 
VTX) their regular rate of pay. . """ ' " '• "' ' ' '••''• - • • , '> 
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9.05. Split Shift - -
Split shifts shall be allowed only
 t-for. Food Servers, Bus Persons and Valets.- The split shift shall be 
eight (8) hours within eleven (11) hours, wjth one'(l) split. Any employee working a split shift 
shall receive two dollars ($2.00) per shift in addition to the regular rate of pay. 
9.06. Posting. -• • • ^ 
The Employer shall post each week, in a conspicuous place in each department available to Union 
representatives, - a work schedule showing, the first and last name and classification of each 
employee, and specifying days off and starting and' 'finishing time,-'and house and classification 
seniority dates. When employees not originally scheduled to work"'during"any week are.later called 
into work during that week, their names,and classifications and seniority dates shall be added to the 
.. -posted work schedule,not later than the end of the first shift they'work. -Social Security numbers 
will be provided to the Union upon request: "'" ' • "-* '••' '••-• ••• . r 
..- At least seventy-two (72) hours' notice .must be given to employees whose scheduled days off are to 
be changed. An employee whose shift ..starting'time is to be changed-for his-next scheduled shift 
must be so notified in person before leaving work on'his/her prior shift. -No'regular employee shall 
be required to call in or stand by for calls. Shifts.may not be rotated. 
ARTICLE 10: RELIEF, STEADY EXTRA AND EXTRA EMPLOYEES 
10.01. Regular Employee. " •"" >•"''' .'-
A regular employee is an employee carried on the Employer's regular payroll who has been hired to 
work not less than the1 number of full or short shifts^  guaranteed for his particular classification under 
Section 9.03 hereof. .. «. ;. -,.;• - f._ '","., ' '".'•'''•" • VI: -"•'*'' 
10.02. Relief Employee. 
A relief employee is a.regular full-time employee who usually, but not always, works varied shifts 
to relieve other regular employees on the latter's day(s) off. -Relief employees shall be covered by 
all the provisions of this Agreement.
 ( * 
- - -J I 
10.03. Extra Employee. ; • • - . - , - . 
An extra employee, as distinguished from a steady extra, is a temporary or part-time employee who 
is hired-for predesignated-shifts (which predesignated shifts shall be communicated to the hiring 
hall) to perform work in addition to or as vacation or temporary absence replacement for regular and 
relief employees already employed by the Employer. The predesignated period, may be .extended 
where the replacement or supplemental period is extended upon'agreement .with the Union. .Such 
agreement by the Union will not be unreasonably withheld. Extra employees shall not be. covered 
by Articles 6, 11, 13 and 20, nor by Sections 9.03, 12.02(a), 16.19 and 24.02. 
10.04. Steady Extra Employee. ', 
A steady extra employee/is a- temporary or* part-time-employee assigned to; the. Extra Board who is 
earned on the Employer's,regular payroll and who may be called by the Employer to perform work 
in addition to, or as vacation or temporary* absence replacement for regular employees..-.However, 
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steady extra employees are not intended to be used in lieu of scheduling regular employees where 
business justifies regular employees. 
10.05. Extra Work Premium. . . 
A steady extra or an extra employee.who works less than five (5)ishifts in.a workweek shall be paid 
three dollars ($3.00) per full shift, or one dollaf'and fifty cents ($-l!50) per'short shift in addition to 
. his regular shift wage for each shift worked, provided that he works all shifts offered in that work-
week. • , . - ; . , . . . . . . 
10.06. Steady Extra Board,. 
The Employer shall have the .right to estabfish a Steady Extra Board consisting of steady extra 
employees who, in the first instance, must have been referred to the Employer in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 2 of this Agreement but who,'thereafter, may be called.to work by the 
Employer as needed. , _ /._ ..-. _ .,-.... 
The number of steady extra employees who niay be'carried on the Employer's Steady Extra Board 
shall not exceed one (1) or ten percent (10%) of all tipped classifications, whichever is greater,- or 
one (1) or five percent (-5%) of all non-tipped, classifications, whichever is greater, except where a 
higher number or percentage was specified
 tin the 1980-84 Agreement. If •during the last quarter of 
'19-83 the.Employer or the JJas: Vegas Hilton had a 'greater number or'percentage of steady extra 
employees in any classification than.the' number!'or percentage provided herein, it may continue to 
use such higher number or percentage. The average number of regularemployees employed shall 
be determined on the basis of employment during" the'prior' quarter, except that for the first quarter 
of the term of this Agreement said average numbers shall be based upon employment for the last 
quarter'of 1983. • . . ... ,,.'*'." "/ , ' ? , ' . " ' ' ' -
The Employer shall provide me-Union'with". a listro'f extra and steady- extra employees and shall 
update the list quarterly. For purposes of computing the-percentages-of steady extra employees to 
be utilized, an employee who has worked, ^ oth as a regular employee and a steady extra employee in 
the same quarter shall not be counted. ' * ' ' ' ' 
10.07. Conditions Applicable to Steady Extra Board Personnel.' . 
(a) Employees carried,on the Steady Extra Board shall be covered by all the terms of this 
Agreement, except that the following provisions shall not.be applicable to such employees: Sections 
9.03, 12.02(a), 13.01(h) and Article 20, provided further that-Article 6 is-not applicable to post-
probationary employees who have worked less than twenty (20) shifts in the preceding six (6) 
consecutive month period. Article 21 shall not be applicable to claims asserted under the above 
specified provisions of the Agreement. Vacation pay under Article -11' shall be prorated on the basis 
of time actually worked for the Employer by such employees. In-addition to the provisions of Arti-
cle 6, an employee on the Steady Extra Board may be terminated-without recourse to Article 21 
because the employee fails, refuses, or is unavailable to work more than twenty-five percent (25%) 
of the shifts made available to him/her in any sixty (60) day period: • • ; 
Except as provided in Section 20.03, and provided they are otherwise qualified to perform 
satisfactorily the work to be done, Steady Extra,Board employees'shall be' offered all steady extra 
work-in the order of their seniority as amongst1 themselves- before extra employees are hired. 
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(b) The Employer shall offer to steady extra employees in a classification, in accordance with 
their steady extra classification seniority, the first two out of every three permanent vacancies in that 
classification, after regular employeesin that classification have exhausted their rightsunder Section 
20.04(b) of this^  Agreement. Every third such vacancy will be available for promotion as provided 
' in Section 20.04(a) of this Agreement.. ..* '" .' .*" 
Steady Extra employees will have the same rights as other employees to bid for promotions using 
house seniority from original date of hire (20.04 [a]). 
- Steady Extra Board employees who become regular or'relief employees shall: not-be required to 
serve a new probationary period provided mat the transfer" is within the same classification-. _ , • . 
If a Steady Extra becomes a regular or relief employee, their classification seniority shall date .from 
1
 most recent date of transfer, into theirpre:sent. classification on a full-time basis, and house seniority 
- shall date from original date of hire. ... , •'']' ._,.'/ '" •'•' >•••"•'•• .. • • .-
• (c) .Extras who work fifty (50) shifts in the .'same classification for one (-1) employer in any 
twelve (12) month .period, shall at that time either become a-Steady Extra,-in; that classification, if 
there is- a Steady Extra.position available'lat,that.time, within the contractual-limitations on the 
number of'Steady, Extras or if not be. offered the next' available Steady- Extra position, in- that 
classification, and. in the meantime mayrcontihue" to work as an Extra. ;" ' - ; . ' - .. • 
An Extra who becomes a Steady Extra under this provision shall hot be required to serve a second 
probationary period. If an Extra refuses an available Steady Extra position, they shall- lose ..their 
rights to that position, but may earn a new right by working an additional fifty (50) shifts. However, 
they may continue to work as an Extra., Theserights do not apply to-banquet extras. •,
 M 
ARTICLE 11: VACATIONS -
11.01. Amount of Vacation. . ,t 
After one (1) year of continuous service, without a break in employment,'v^ith'the Employer, and on 
;
'"each annual anniversary date thereafter of his continuous employment vymVthe Employer, an. em-
ployee shall 'become entitled to a paid vacation in accordance with the following.scheduie: 
-Years of Qontinous .. '' '• Amount. 
Service With the ',' : • • of ...
 ; 
Employer:_ . -, ' - - Paid Vacation 
.,1 year-. \ • • • - - • ' . • : ' 1-week ': 
- . 2 years • • . , . " "' • ' 2 weeks ; . • ., 
6 years' • •• 3 weeks 
12 years 4 weeks 
11.02. Break in Employment. -,•-.., . . . 
A change in ownership of the Employer shall'not break an employee's continuity of service for the 
purpose of vacation eligibility. Except as provided otherwise in Section 20.05, time absent from 
. . . " . . . • : . , " " ' - • 1 5 
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work while on authorized leave of absence or while on layoff shall not break an employee's 
continuity of service. Neither time absent from work while on authorized leave of absence nor 
while on layoff shall change an employee's anniversary date. Time absent from work while on 
authorized leave of absence or while on layoff
 ;shall be counted as months and years of continuous 
service in computing the number of weeks of paid vacation due and for all purposes of vacation 
eligibility. Provided, however, that the amount of paid vacation due an employee in a particular 
anniversary year will be reduced on a pro. rata basis.tq'fefle~ct any time ab'sent'from work while on 
authorized leave of absence or while on layoff in excess of a total of thirty (30) days during the 
twelve (12) months immediately, preceding the .employee's anniversary date. 
11.03. Time of Taking Vacation. 
Vacations are due on the .employee's anniversary date of employment as set forth above and shall be . • 
granted at such time if the-employee makes a written request therefore at least thirty (30) days prior ] 
to his anniversary date. If an employee does not so request his vacation, the Employer may assign 
the vacation for a period within three,(3) months of the employee's anniversary date of employment; 
' and under such circumstances the employee shall be given at least thirty (30) days' advance notice 
by the Employer of the vacation period. ; .,'... „ ,... ' - . . ' " 
Employees with children who attend elementary or high school shall be granted their vacation, if 
eligible, during the school -vacation .period upon thirty (30),daysr advance .-.written application to the 
Employer. 'As an exception to the foregoing provisions of this Section; showroom employees shall 
have the* option of'-taking- their, vacations wheif-the "showroom, is •closed for remodeling or 
renovation;- Subject to.the above provisions of this'Sectibn,'preference for vacation periods shall be 
based on the seniority of;the'employees entitled to vacations, provided that the Employer shall have
 t 
-the' right" to-'schedule vacations, of
 a employees, requesting the same "vacation period so as not to 4 
interfere with the orderly;; efficient and productive"operation of the hotel-casino. The Employer • 
may not deny an employee a requested, .vacation period under the preceding sentence'if the Union 
can furnish a qualified replacement employee for the requested vacation period. • 
An employee entitled to two (2) or more weeks of vacation'may split his/her vacation into segments 
of one (1) week each. The full vacation to which an employee is entitled shall be given in 
consecutive days. An employee must take all. vacation time before the end of the anniversary year 
following the anniversary year in which the vacation is earned. 
11.04. Vacation Pay... - " ; i ' •'• 
(a) Vacations must be taken as paid time off, and no employee shall be allowed'to work for the 
Employer during his/her .vacation. Vacation pay shall be computed on the basis.of the employee's 
current rate of pay, or at .the-rate of pay of the classification in which the employee worked the 
majority of his/lier preceding anniversary., year, whichever is greater; provided, however, that if an 
employee is regularly .scheduled to work-in two (2) or more classifications with'different rates of * 
pay, the employee's-vacation pay shall, be computed on a prorated basis based on-the respective 
periods of time that the employee- worked in the different classifications in his/lier preceding 
anniversary year. Vacation pay shall be paid'by separate check immediately' prior to the com-
mencement of his vacation. .If any holidays specified in Section 12.01 occur during an employee's 
vacation, he shall receive an additional day's pay for each such holiday; Vacation pay shall be paid ; 
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only at the time of vacation, At an employee's request, pro rata vacation pay shall be paid at the 
time of the layoff, provided the employee is'entitled to at least five (5) days' vacation pay. 
(b) Vacation pay for employees working short'shifts shall be computed'as follows: 
1. Employees who are regularly^scheduled to work a short shift of four (4) hours per 
. day shall be paid a vacation based upon four (4) hours' pay per day. 
2. Employees who are regularly scheduled to work a'short-shift of six (6) hours per day 
shall be paid a vacation based upon six (6) hours' pay per day. 
i- 3- Employees who are regularly scheduled'to'work four (4) and .six (6):hour short shifts 
- -. interchangeably shall be paid a vacation based upon six' (6);hours' pay.per day. ; ; 
-. 4. • Employees who are regularly scheduled'to' work-:f6Xtr"*(4)'and eight'(8)-hour-shifts 
interchangeably, or four (4), six (6) and eight (3) hour shifts interchangeably, shallJ?e_paid a 
vacation based upon eight (8) hours pay per day. '- • : • ' < • • :•:>' -. 
11.05. Prorated Vacations. ,"' "" - - . . . . :„. ..•.. ' „ , ,. , 
After an employee has at least one (1) year'of continuous "service-with the Employer, .he shall be 
entitled to prorated vacation pay upontemiinatiori'of employment.' For anemployee'having at.least 
one (1), but less;than five (5) years, of continuous service at the time ;of-termination, the. prorated 
amount of vacation pay shall be one-sixth"(1 /6) of a week's'vacation-pay-for each one.(l) montli of 
service since his last previous anniversary'.date of employment.' For'-an employee having at feast five 
(5), but less than eleven (11).years' of continuous service at the time -of termination,-the prorated 
amount of vacation pay shall be one-fourth (l'/4) df a week's vacation pay for.each one (1) month of 
service since his last previous anniversary date* of'employment: For. an employee having eleven 
(11) years or more of continuous service at the'timeof termination, the'prdrated amount of vacation 
pay shall be one-third (1/3) of a week's vacation pay for each one (1) month of service since his last 
previous anniversary date of employment. " * „ - , ' - . 
ARTICLE 12: HOLIDAYS •". < ;.. 
12.01. Recognized Holidays. 
The following days shall be recognized as holidays under this Agreement: _u'. •• , ..-, • , 
Third Monday in February 
Last Monday in May * . • -
July 4" 
First Monday in-Se'ptember _ ' '. 
Fourth Thursday in November ' 
December 25 
In lieu of New Year's Day and Veterans'.Day, two (2)-floating-holidays to be selected, by the 
employee subject to management approval and in accordance with-this Article.- If an. employee 
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Washington's Birthday 
Memorial Day 
Independence ,Day 
Labor Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
selects Martin Luther King. Day _as a,-floating- holiday, management approval will not be 
unreasonably withheld. ' "" 
12.02. Holiday Fay.
 ; ^ - .
: 
(a) Regular and relief employees shall be paid one (1) day's pay(based on their regularly 
scheduled number of shift .hours) at their, straight-time, hourly rate of pay for each holiday as .set 
forth in Section 12.01 on which they perform no work.' • ' -
(b) " Except as provided, otherwise in paragraph '(c) of this Section, employees who work on any 
of the holidays.sei forth in Section 12.01 shall.bepaid double (2X) their straight-time hourly rate of 
pay for such work.- • '• .- . ,: i ; '", [/" * '• ' 
(c). ' Any work performed by an employee on .one of the holidays specified in Section 12.01 
which would be an overtime day for that employee pursuant to Section 9.01 of the Agreement shall 
be paid at two and one-half times (2-14X) his/her straight-time rate of pay for such work. 
12.03. Failure to Report : ••• . ; ; , ' ; : " , ' . . ' , '• , ' 
If an eniployeeAvas>scheduled-by the Employer, at least'one '(I)'week in advance of a particular 
holiday, to work on that holiday and fails to report for such scheduled work, the employee shall not 
receive any holiday pay. If there is a pattern of absenteeism 'established-on the-wOrk shifts before 
and/or after a holiday, that ^employee may, be required, to provide documentation justifying the 
absence1. In'-the absence of the requested documentation, the holiday pay may be refused: 
12.04. Floating Holiday Eligibility, ; . , . , . , ' . . -
• (a)- • Employee'is not,eligible,to-request .a, floating holiday until he/she has-completed his/her 
probationary period.' ' ...••--i- ..-. " ,r"" ' ' • 
' - - • ' - • •
 f
- - ; \ - . . , 
(b) Holiday may not be taken prior to day of observance (Veterans' Day or New Year's Day), 
but must be taken prior/to the next day of .observance. 
(c) Employee must be actively on the payroll and must have received prior. management 
approval in writing. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
(d) Regular or relief employees only. . . . -
(e) • Employees will .be. paid floating .holiday pay based on the number" of hours in; their regular 
shift at the time of the day of observance. . - • - • : . . . . 
(f) • Must be taken as paid time off. 
(g) Cannot be canceled within thirty (30) days of approved selection except in emergency. 
(h)- ' If after the.day of .observance the floating holiday has not been used or approved to be used 
'prior to the effective date of-the employeeVteimihation, 'the floating holiday'shall be paid at the , 
• time of termination if the employee has .completed, His/her probationary period. • 
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ARTICLE 13: LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
13.01. Reasons for Leaves of Absence. 
(a) Leaves of absence without pay for a bona fide illness or industrial injury, compensable under 
the Nevada Industrial Insurance Act shall be granted for the period of time that a treating.physician 
certifies that the employee is unable to perform his/her regular job duties. •. • i.,. , . 
' (b) Leaves of absence .without pay for bona fide medical disability or a serious health condition 
not compensable under the Nevada, Industrial Insurance Act shall be granted for periods not to 
exceed six (6) months total during any twelve (12) month period except that an' employee on a leave 
of absence under this subsection because of pregnancy or complications arising from pregnancy 
may.supplement the six. (6) months leaves provided here with a borrowing of part of the leave to 
which the employee would become'entitled'under subsectionl3.0l(d)iafter birth of the employee's 
c h i l d . , . , \ " ' '"' " . ' • ' ' ' . - • . :J . ' ; , . - . ; • • • • 
(c) Leaves of absence without pay shall also be granted for reasonable periods for death or 
serious health condition in the employee's immediate family (spouse, child,'parent, grandparent, 
'brother or sister). As soon as possible,'"the" employee shall provide,-upon .request, all proof or 
' information available as to the need for such a leave; • • • .-••• ' n .-'. ;•...; ,, .. 
(d) Leaves of absence .without-pay shall be" granted-for the"'birth and caring of employee's 
children or for the placement of a child with'emplbyee for adoption or foster care provided that.(l) 
the employee shall be entitled to a minimum of twelve (12) weeks during any twelve (12) month 
"- period;(2) eligibility for the leave ends one year after the date; of .birth or placement. of the .child; or, 
if the employee has borrowed leave pursuant'to' Section 13.01(b) for pregnancy related disability, 
leave under this subsection shall be shortened by the same amount of time-borrowed; and (3) 
proof of the, child's birth is presented. 
(e) Leaves of absence without pay may be granted by the Employer for other reasons and for 
-
;
- periods'mutually agreed upon between the Employer and the employee. 
(f) Leaves of absence without pay or'benefits shall be granted, to no more than-four (4) 
employees not from the same department, and for no more than six (6) months (unless a longer time 
is agreed upon by the Employer, the Union and the employee), for the.purpose of accepting 
-employment with the Union, provided that the employee on leave shall not be assigned by the 
Union to perform services on its behalf which involve (a) the Employer who. has granted the leave, 
(b) that Employer's employees, or (c) visiting that Employer's premises. i 
(g) Leaves of absence shall be granted in writing and a copy forwarded'to the Union; provided, 
however, that no employee shall lose any rights as provided in this Section by reason of the 
Employer's failure to grant a written leave of absence. - . .. 
' (h) Upon return of an. employee from a leave of absence provided in this Section, the employee 
shall be returned to his/her regular job 'classification, shift and, if applicable, station (or station 
rotation) on the day the employee 'is to" return to work. Such employees on a leave;of indefinite 
duration shall be returned to work within five days of the employee's notification to the Employer 
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of his/lier availability to return or, if the leave is under Section 13.01(a), or (b), within five days of 
receipt by the Employer of the treating physician's certification that the employee can return. 
(i) The Employer shall continue to make contributions for twelve (12) weeks'to-the Health and 
Welfare Fund-under Article 25 for an employee who is on leave of absence because of a serious 
health condition, or to care for a spouse, child or parent who has a serious health condition, or for 
the birth or caring of a child or the placement of a child with employee for adoption or foster care 
(or for two months for-a bona fide medical disability not subject to the FMLA). The twelve (12) 
week period, will begin .on the date the leave' of absence' begins. The contributions required under 
this provision shall be made at the minimum level necessary under the Health and Welfare Plan to 
maintain existing benefits under the Plan. Leaves of absence shall not be granted for the purpose of 
taking outside employment, • except as provided in Subsection (f). Any employee on leave of 
absence.; who engages in. new: outside employment or expands the scope of current outside 
employment or actively works at current .outside employment in conflict with his/her serious health 
condition shall have his/her .employment with the Employer-terminated immediately. 
13.02. Leaves Due to Industrial Illness or Injury. ' . : 
An employee-granted -a- leave of absence as .a result of an industrial injury or illness shall be returned 
to work on the same, shift, and,..if applicable,, station (or'station rotation)'in the employee's regular 
job' classification »withoutJo^ofseniorityyupori'witteri'certification by the-treating physician that 
the employee is able.to perform such work., ....-•." ''' " • ' ' 
13.03. -Leaves of Absence For Medical DisatiUity'Not Covered By the Family and Medical 
Leave Act (FMLA). - ' . • .- .: • Z" ",' '.] "*''' " : : . " ' ~" " " " ^ " " 
An employee absent five (5) or more days'due ,t(^ medical disability,'whether'or not compensable 
under the terms of the Employer's Insurance Company of Nevada shall, upon request, present a 
release from his/her treating-physician stating thai he/she is physically able to perform the duties of 
his/her former position. However, if the absence'exceeded' twenty (20) days, the Employer may 
also promptly require
 :the employee to be examined "by a doctor selected by the Employer, other 
than the one employed by or regularly retained by'the Employer. Such-examination,shall be paid 
for by the Employer. If-there is a dispute or conflict between the employee's treating physician and 
the physician selected by the Employer as to the physical ability of the employee to return to work 
and perform the duties of his/her former position, the dispute or conflict shall be resolved by 
arbitration provided for under Section 21.02(d)." Employees absent due to illness or injury shall 
advise their Employer as to their expected date of return to work, and of any changes therein, but 
shall not be required to call or advise their Employer daily. If the employee neglects .to advise the 
Employer when he/she calls in as, to his/her expected date of return, the Employer's representative 
will inquire as to the employee's expected date of return. 
13.04. Relationship to Family and Medical Leave Act. 
Where other sections of this Article provide rights'greater than those provided for under the Family -
and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), those other sections govern: Where FMLA provides rights greater 
than those provided in other sections of .this Article, FMLA governs. The rights provided in other 
sections of this Article shall not be added to "those provided by FMLA to produce greater rights than
 ; 
.air employee would have under either those other sections or FMLA standing alone;, there shall be 
ho duplication, of rights. Where-FMLA governs instead of other sections of this Article, all of the I 
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requirements for a leave under FMLA must be met by the employee. Where other sections of this 
Article govern, only the requirements set forth in those other sections, and not those in FMLA, must 
be met by the employee. 
The following requirements shall apply to leaves'of absences which are available only under the 
FMLA: " / ;„' . -. '.'
 ; "'. \ ! ' : : : " •' ' 
. (a) . Eligibility for Leave. Employees are eligible for leave under the FMLA if they have worked 
'•at least 1,250 hours during the twelve (12) months prior to the requested leaves of absence.. 
(b) - Conditions for Leave. . . ' , , . " ' • '
 ; / ' . "' '' :' '" " ' 
"•' (1) An employee must provide the Employer with thirty (30)' days advance notice for 
: • any leaves of absence that'are. foreseeable. "If thirty (3G)-days notice' is not'given, the 
Employer has. the right to delay.tlie requested'leave for thirty-(30) days from.the date notice 
is given, if leave is not foreseeable; employees must give'as-much notice as is-'practical, 
generally within one or two business days, of when the need for the leave becomes known. 
(2) The employee must provide'the Employer with a medical certification .from, a health 
- ' care provider, (within the meaning'of the 'FMLA)' for any -leaves 'of- absence for a serious 
health condition of the employee/or to' care for the 'serious'health.-condition -of the 
employee's spouse, child or parent. The certification shafts state thexlate on which the 
'.' serious health .condition commenced; the probable duration of the condition; appropriate 
medical facts about the condition;'a statemeht-tllat the emplo^fcis1 needed -to..c.are.fpr the 
spouse, child'or parent, if applicable; and a statement that the employefe.js unable/to.perform 
the functions of tiie position, if applicable.' ' •"- -• "• • * \r- >x 
• (3) Extensions to FMLA leave may be granted but may not exceed a total of twelve'.(;l 2) 
• weeks per employee'per .twelve'(I2)' month period. Extensions must be requested prior to 
' the approved return-to-;work, date/and must include recertifieation-of the reason or need to 
extend the leave and an adjusted return-to-work date. ••. . 
(4) An employee may .substitute paid leave for FMLA unpaid leave by using already 
earned-paid vacation leave.' The period of £MLA leave may not exceed twelve (12) weeks. 
. (5)* _ When both spouses are employed by the Employer, they may take only a combined 
• total of twelve (12) weeks of FMLA leave during any twelve (12)'month period for leaves 
• taken for the birth or placement of a child, or to care for a-parent-with a serious health 
condition. ' * • ' . ; . " - ' . 
(6) Any employee-benefit accrued or earned prior, to tile.: date; of the'FMLA leave, will 
;
 :not be lost,as'aresult.of the leave'. '\ ' • --'• .,., 
r ' ' . • • 
- . (c). Leaves of Absence For Medical Disability Covered By The Family And Medical Leave Act 
• :fFMLA). . / ' - : ' . . 
(])• . An employee absent five.(5) of more days for a leave of absence covered by the 
FMLA because of-his or her own serious1' health condition (or bona fide medical disability) 
•':- . . - • - 2 1 . 
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whether or not compensable under the terms of the Nevada Industrial Insurance Act shall, 
upon request, present a release from his/her" treating physician stating that the employee is 
physically able to'perform the duties of his/her. former, position. However, the Employer 
may also promptly require the employee to1 be examined b^y a health care provider (within 
the meaning of the Family and Medical Leave Act) selected by the Employer, other than the 
.one employed by or regularly retained by the Employer. Such examination shall be paid for 
by the Employer. If there is a dispute'-"or conflict between the employee's treating health 
'. care provider and the health care provider selected by the Employer as to the physical ability 
of the employee, to.'return to work-and-perform'the'duties of his/her former position, the 
dispute or conflict''shall be resolved by a third medical opinion by-a health care provider 
agreed upon by the employee's and Employer's 'health care providers. 
(2) Employees, absent due urillness''or1 injury shall advise their Employer as to their 
expected date of return to work,' and' of any changes therein, but shall not be required to call 
or advise their Employer daily. If the employee, neglects to advise the Employer when 
. -he/she calls,in as. to,.his/her expected date of return, the Employer's representative will 
. •• inquire as to. the employee's expected date of return." .• •• ,• . _ 
(d) Return from Leave of Absence. Upon return-from .a leave of absence/the employee shall be 
returned in accordance with Section 13.01(h)-except that the employee shall be returned to work 
within a reasonable time (in accordance with the law) and that the employee has no greater right to 
job restoration or to any.otlter benefits and conditions of employment than if the employee has been 
continuously employed .throughout the leave period; '••'••: > . -•- . - . 
13.05. Light Duty'. " " -'"' ' :::ic - ; :--" i ' ' ; -" v. • -r. 
.(a) During.the ,time that an employee's bona fide illness or .injury compensable under the 
Nevada , Industrial Insurance' Act precludes : him/her.' .from performing, the duties of his/her 
•classification, the Eniplbyer reserves'the right-to'assign-rhinVher light duty ..work which is either 
covered by or outside the scope of this Agreement: •' If.the bargaining unit employee rejects the 
assignment to perform light duty work (or accepts such work- and then quits), whether within or 
outside the bargaining unit, the employee shall be disqualified for benefits under the Nevada 
Industrial Insurance Act. However, if the bargaining unit employee rejects the assignment to 
perform light duty work (or accepts such work arid then quits), the bargaining unit employee shall 
not otherwise be subject to discipline and'shall continue to.be entitled to-leave for which the 
employee is eligible under Section 13.01(a)'of this Agreement. ., 
(b) (1) ' If the light duty assignment is to work outside the scope of this Agreement, none of 
the terms of this Agreement shall apply to the employee including, but not limited to, 
Articles 6, 9 and 21. However, when the Employer states, when issuing any discipline, that 
it desires the discipline to be effective with respect to the bargaining unit position (when and 
if the employee recovers sufficiently to return to the bargaining- unit job), the employee shall 
. have the right to.grieye the' discipline 'under Articles 6 and 21 of the Agreement.. 
• ••, (2) _ Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 13.05(b)(1), the Employer agrees to make . 
'. . -hourly contributions to the "HERHU-Welfare Fund ton.behalf of the employee performing ; 
light duty nonbargaining unit work"aV-the -applicable hourly rate specified in Article 25 for . 
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hours worked on such light.duty as long as health and welfare contributions have not been 
made for such hours under Section 11.01 (i). The Employer also agrees to make hourly 
contributions to -the Pension Fund, under Article 26 for hours worked by the employee on 
such light duty work' • • • • ' - . / . , . . ; , . . , 
(c) If the light duty assignment is to, work covered by this Agreement, the followiiig-shall apply: 
(1) The employee shall be paidiwhile assigned to such light duty, the higher of 1) the 
temporary total disability rate.:under; State -law. or 2) the hourly rate of the bargaining unit 
classification in which the light/duty work is being performed. 
(2) The Employer shall assign the employee to work hours consistent with the needs of 
_ the business and availability ofj light .duty .work, and without'regard to'1 any guarantee of 
- hours or days of work ur this Agreement .•.,•;, -^  j . . „ ' . . - ' ' " ' :' " 
(3) Time spent working light: duty shall not count as shifts worked for' completion of the 
, probationary period. However, the employee's shifts worked.'before and-after:assignment 
to light duty;-shall be'combmed:torcomplete.,the probationary period. Time spent working 
light duty shall riot be considered a-break in.service" when;calculating-Seniority or vacation 
entitlement.— . '• ' ••• i ':,:; f-/y.j .. . ..; . ' " ' " " [ ' . " " ' - - ' • • ' • - - . • •. 
(4) All Company, House and Departmental rules, subject- {b'Section-23.02 of this 
Agreement, and all applicable provisions of the collective" bargaining agreement, subject to 
the modifications or restrictions set forth herein, shall apply to such employee. 
(5) Employees shall be prohibited from receiving double'benefits or recovery, pursuant 
to the terms of this Agreement and .an.action or decision'by the Employer's Insurance 
Company of Nevada; Nevada Department of Administration, or any other-local, state or 
federal department, agency or court.-r . , . ' " . . . " , 
;
 13.06. - ' . , . , . ./, • - " ! . " / • - • • ' - • • • . * . 
Notwithstanding- any other provision of this Article, the Employer shall 'have ho obligation to 
w
 reinstate' an employee granted a leave of absence, under the provisions of this Article if the employee 
" was laid off in accordance with the.provjsions of Section 20.03(a) while on the leave of absence and 
. whose continuous service and seniority are broken in accordance with the provisions of Section 
20.05(e):'' . - , . • , ; . . ' . . - . 
« ARTICLE 14: MEALS, ; ' 
__ • i 
!
 14.01.'Meals Furnished By,Employer; 
For the convenience of the-Employer,-.all employees covered.by this Agreement shall be required to 
take the meals hereinafter provided for on the premises of the Employer. Said meals shall be 
palatable, wholesome and 'Comparable inequality to those served to customers. A selection of meal 
items shall be made available daily, ihcluding,at least two (2) meat entrees. The selection of meals 
shall be posted in the employees'-cafeteria, ^Breakfast, including eggs, will be available to all shifts. 
Employees shall have a choice of coffee, tea or milk at each meal, and shall be entitled to a dessert 
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at each meal. No entree shall be included on the menu more than two (2) times in a calendar week. 
A fish entree shall be included at least once in a calendar'week. The number of such meals shall be 
as set forth in Section 14.02, Except as provided'otherwise in'Sectiohs 14.02(a) and (b), the 
Employer shall allow each employee an uninterrupted meal period of thirty (30.) minutes on the 
Employer's-.time, plus sufficient time (not to-exceed five (5) minutes each way) to go to and from 
the eating area. "' - -
14.02. Number of Meals. " : '' "' 
(a) For the convenience of the Employer, all employees,~except Bartenders, working full shifts 
shall'be'emitled.to two. (2) meals per day., one of which shall'be eaten within one (1) hour before 
commencement of the shift and the second no sooner'than three (3) and no later than five (5) hours 
after commencement of the shift. Bartenders shall be entitled to one (1) meal to be-eaten no sooner 
than three (3)'and no later than five (5) hours after commencement of the shift. 
(b) ; i All employees working six (6) or..four (4) hour shifts shall be entitled to one (1) meal per 
day. Employees working six (6) hour shifts'shall eat no sooner than three (3) and no later than five 
(5) hours after commencement of the shift; and employees working four (4) hour shifts shall eat 
before their shift begins or after.their shift ends. 
14.03. Pay for Meals Not Furnished. .','..' , ' / 
Whenever meals are not furnished by the Employer as set forth in Sections114.01 and 14.02, the 
employee shall be paid, as a penalty, one dollar and seventy-five cents (Si.75) for each meal not 
-• furnished. -; If an', employee is. required by the Employ ef-"-to.- work through' a. shift without being given 
a meal' period-as ^  required, under Section 14.01,' lie;shall'be"paid time and one-half (1-1/2X) his 
straight-time hourly rate,for the meal, period;. ariiTif he* is'not furnished at least sandwiches, and 
coffee durinsZ'-.the shift, the .employee, shall be.'paid,'!as a penalty, one dollar and seventy-five cents 
ARTICLE 15: UNIFORMS AND FACILITIES . ' 
15.01. Uniforms Furnished by Employer. • 
(a) ' Except as provided otherwise in paragraph (b) of this Section", the Employer shall furnish or 
pay for all uniforms or work clothes worn by all employees on the job, and also shall launder or 
clean such uniforms unless the employee voluntarily elects to launder the garments at their own 
expense. Smocks may be furnished in lieu of uniforms. The Employer shall make available a 
sufficient supply and variety of sizes of uniforms so that all employees will have clean and properly 
• fitting uniforms at all'times. A clean uniform shall be fumished-'to each employee as frequently as 
.needed, but except -in., unusual, circumstances, not more often than daily for,. Cooks and 
• Miscellaneous Kitchen Help, and not more often than every two (2) days for other;.employees. 
Employees must wear the uniforms furnished by the Employer'-If'the-Employer does not furnish 
capes or sweaters .to, be worn as part of an employee's uniform,'the •employee may wear a personal 
sweater if it has been approved by the Employer as to style and appearance. Cold weather uniforms 
or appropriate cold weather jackets shall be furnished by the Employer«for Bellhops, and. where 
•needed. Porter classifications. Any other outer apparel or jewelry may not be worn without 
-'approval of the Employer. Approval shall npt.be unreasonably'withheld.-
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(b) • The Employer shall not be required, to, furnish or pay for, or pay for laundering or cleaning, 
the following types of attire or clothes, even "though the same may be required by the Employer to 
be worn on the job:- "*."!*, 
1. Black tuxedos and accessories for Captains and Specialty Room Head Persons. 
2. Black trousers, shirts, neckties, black shoes or black socks for all Server 
classifications, Bartenders and Bus.Perspns. :..'f-V. '..: -.••. ': ''•*.'" 
3. Black or brown street shoes for.any employees, or iow-heel white;shoes for Server 
' classifications, ;. • . > _. . \ " ;'- '• ..' iv. .. 
4. Clothing worn under jackets, vests, unifonhs'or orrierouter wear by any. employees. 
5. Ordinary:shoes, boots ,or hosiery for Cocklail Servers'; :so'-long as a! special-type is not 
required. •• ,, , . '." "'''".' '"'" {'i}/- -'i:w .-•. . - •" 
(c) The Employer shall, as a penalty, pay any employee' who^s-nof furnished. uniforms or work 
clothes as provided above or for whom such uniforms are not laundered or cleaned, one dollar 
($ 1.00) per shift for each shift worked without the _requiredHihif6rhifaaid/o'r laundering or. cleaning. 
15.02. Care of Uniforms and Clothing, .,^ , . ; ' ; ;" •" !-'- - -
(a) -The-Employer shall not require ;.ernploy,ees;^o-mal<e',deposks-.for. uniforms or/clothing 
furnished by the Employer.••_ Employees'shall not' i^veaf such Uniforms 'qr-clothing except,while 
working for the Employer and, where, permitted by .'the Employer, while.going to and from; work. 
Except for normal wear and tear and for damage1 incurred while at:work, employees while off duty 
shall be responsible for their negligent or careless loss of or damage to uniforms and clothing 
furnished bv the Employer. ' v . i <iv • •- --T--. 
(b) Employees claiming to have forgotten their identification badge when reporting for work 
may'not be sent home-.if they have not .previously reporied'foY'wdrk' without their badge within the 
preceding ninety (90).days. The Employer may not-charge the employee more than the actual 
~* replacement'cost of a lost identification badge.' ' 
15.03. Facilities for Employees. • • .. . •_
 : , .-.. 
-> (a) - Except as provided otherwise in"paragraph (b) of this Section;- the Employer-shall provide 
individual storage units and/or lockers/with locks' for all "employees; .'and shall -also provide and 
maintain in a clean and sanitary condition private dressirig-areas.-'EXcept for,normal wear and tear, 
employees shall be responsible 'tor. l6$s of "or damage to lockers^ storage units, locks and keys 
furnished by:the..-Employer, :provided:that'such'l6s's'ordamage is the' fault of the employee.. No 
'- representative of the Employer shall open ail employee's storage unit' or locker.unless the employee 
- • *or a Union representative;is-offered an opportunity to be,preseht.- ""';.. - ..-.-.,• 
(b) For all banquet employees, fof.wnpm the/Employer does-not provide-storage units or 
• lockers, the Employer shall make availablea room Where they may leave their personal clothing and 
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other articles while working. Such room shall be locked, and the key kept by a designated 
Employer representative who shall be available to let employees in and out of the room' as required. 
Banquet employees who lose clothing as a result of the Employer failing to observe this'Section, 
shall be reimbursed for the fair value of the clothing lost. " • •' 
15,04. Theft. - . . . . < , - . 
Where employees, other, than banquet employees, lose clothing" through failure of the Employer to 
provide individual lockers with locks,-the.Employer shall reimburse the employee for the fair.value' 
of the lost clothing. • >• , . , 
ARTICLE .16: MISCELLANEOUS 
16.01. Clean-UpWork. ' -. ; . 
Cooks, Food Servers, Bartenders and Apprentice Bartenders shall not be required to sweep or mop 
floors or do genera! Porter work; provided; however, that any bargaining unit employee may be re-
quired to clean up any accidental spillage or breakage in the room area or bar to which they are 
assigned, and Apprentice Bartenders may be required to remove arid dispose of bar refuse from 
• behind the bar.. •. - . . . . ' . . . , , . 
16.02. Carrying Tables and Chairs. 
Employees in dining-room classifications shall ..not be required to carry tables and chairs from 
remote storage areas .to dining rooms/ showroom'or from dining' rooms/showroom to remote storage 
areas', which work, shall-be the- regular,-duty of Porters/ Notwithstanding the above provisions, 
employees in the Bus Person classifications may be required td'carry tables and chairs from adjacent 
areas including storage, areas, to and from the dining room/showroom or move tables and chairs 
within the room. • ._„ , , ' " " 
161-03* Duties of Guest Room Attendants, Porters and House Persons. 
(a) • Guest Room .Attendants shall not be required to perform duties of Porters or House Persons. 
Guest Room; Attendants shall clean and service only guest rooms. House Persons are employees 
who regularly perforin-cleaning (excluding Guest Room'Attendant's work) in the: hotels,- including 
halls, lobbies and rooms.. Porters-are employees,who regularly perform cleaning (excluding Guest 
Room Attendant's work) in the hotel and/or casino, in public and non-public areas including: halls, 
lobbies and rooms. Guest Room Attendants shall not be required to move furniture, including 
rollaway beds, into or out of rooms. Guest Room Attendants shall not be required to turn mattresses 
nor to use heavy duty -commercial power vacuums to clean room's. 'Porters, House Persons and 
Kitchen Workers, may. clean spots on walls, but cannot clean the entire surface. Pollers, House 
Persons, Kitchen Workers and Guest Room Attendants are not to.clean ceilings or perform any 
work which they cannot perform while standing on the .floor, provided, however, Guest Room At-
tendants may be required to use a one-step stool'provided by -the Employer for the purpose of !-,, 
cleaning bathroom'mirrors.. House Persons work exclusively iirthe'housekeeping department and b 
not public areas. Rest Room Attendants assigned to more'than one (1) rest room shall be paid at the 
Porter rate. • - • . - . • *» 
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(b) When a Porter or.House Person performs duties other than those set forth as the duties of 
Porters and House Persons in Sections-16;.02'/I'6.03(a) and 16.05, or those duties which Porters, 
House Persons and Guest Room Attendants may not perform under paragraph (a) of this Section, 
he/she shall Be paid at the rate for the classifi'catiori'bf Utility Porter/House Person.; Employees us-
ing mechanical scrubbers who strip and buff floors "or terrazzo surfaces shall'be paidas-Porters. 
• (c) The presently existing workload per shift for Guest Room Attendants shall not be changed 
during the term of this agreement. The workload is defined as the number-of rooms'or "credits'' 
" and credits for special items such as check-outs and "suites".- The maximum number of rooms or 
"credits", as established in this subsection, shall be reduced as follows: • ..•-•. ; • 
(1) One room or credit reduction for each checkout room over 13 on any shift that a 
Guest Room Attendant's assignment contains 14 or more room checkouts. 
Checkouts . '" ,.' Reduction in Rooms or^'-Credits" - , - . . • 
, : . . 1 4 . ' " '• ' : 'i:r'' ' : -''•"••* • \ •-..::•:-•;, • . - . •- ,
 3i _  
• •' '
 1 5
 • " , : "Vv *."."' ' : " " " 2 "'•' ' " '"'• • 
(2) Each of the thirteen (13) suites at the property are to count as 1.5 credits towards-the 
daily number of rooms in the daily workload. 
(d) .Only a special team of bargaining unit empIo^ees''(excludmg-Guest.Room Attendants) who 
have been trained fully in the cleanup and disposal ofhuman wastes' that may-.pre sent- biomedical 
hazards shall clean any vomit, feces or'(in quantities-greater-thaiI drops) blood from'.any-room. 
(e) Guest Room Attendants shall have the-'option of wearing a uniform with or without long & 
pants within one year of the effective date of this Agreement. 
- (f) In each room serviced/a Guest.Room Attendant shall be allowed toHeaye a card with their*. 
- namcon.it, for the purpose of .gratuity left by the guest for them. Management will approve and 
. provide the cards;placed in the room and will not'be responsible for the handling of any of the 
funds related to these gratuities. ^Within 30 days after ratification of this Agreement by the 
' Union, .the Union shall give and discuss with the'Employer a proposal on distribution of tip 
income.- ' • ' ' . . • , - —;, 
"• 16.04. Apprentice Bartenders* f ' : • > • ' . . . . -
Apprentice Bartenders are not to serve drinks or ring' sales on any registers-Only, a Bartendermay 
relieve a Bartender_for a meal period; provided, however, that where one £!••) Bartender is employed 
on a bar for a full shift of eight "(8) hours," an Apprentice Bartendermay relieve-the Bartender for 
his/her break periods. An Apprentice Bartender may not'relieve more than'one.(l) Bartender during 
any one (1), shift under .the' foregoing' sentence.'"Notwithstanding ithc above..provisions," an 
. Apprentice Bartender may relieve two (2) Bartenders during any one (1) shift for breaks and meal 
periods at those bars where there is only one'(1) Bartender working the-bar-for a full shift. 
.
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16.05. Mopping of Floors. 
Except as provided in Section 16.01, mopping of floors shall be the dvity of Porters, House Persons, 
Kitchen Workers and Rest Room Attendants and no! others. 
16.06. Room Service. ' ! ... 
Room Service Servers and Bus Persons shall be responsible for delivery and removal of service to 
and from .hotel rooms; provided, however, that Guest Room Attendants, while cleaning rooms, may 
be required to remove such service.from,the rooms' to the hall-immediately outside the rooms. A 
service charge often percent (10%) of the check shall-be paid to Room Service Servers for setting 
up cocktail parties/hospitalities in private' rooms. ' 'For' purposes .of this Section, a cocktail 
party/hospitality is a gathering of ten (10) or more persons in a private room or suite in which 
alcoholic-beverages, mixes,.glasses*.ice or food are delivered-b^'the Room.Service Server., A 
service;charge of seventy-five cents ($.75);foreach delivery made by a Room Service Server.orBus 
• Person1 shall :be paid for_delivering, complimented items-'such as liquor.or fruit and other similar 
-items,'but-excluding meals -and beverages''served' with-:meals,'sent to' a guest's room by the 
Employer, It is agreed that Bartenders may ,wbrk four ;(4): hour shifts for cocktail parties in suites. 
' ' *
:
' - " '••'*•'. - c . ' : ' , v . - . - . . . . - • ' 
16.07. Aprons, Boots and Hard Hats. 
- The Employer snail-furnish rubber, aprons and boots for any employee;:;required to use steam or 
• water hose,' arid shall furnish-hard hats to butchers. ' ' ' V ' ' • - - - ' . • -
• ' ' ' ' ' • ' * ' . * < / " . . - " . - • . , ! . , • ; • " • . • • . . . " " ' " " " ' ! l \ - ' . - . . ' 
16.08. Bartenders and Apprentice 'Bartenders'!, '•' '''- •'•' - " > 
' Bartenders' and Apprentice Bartenders shall hot'fee required to do general Porter work. Bartenders 
and Apprentice Bartenders may not take cash'Tor1/odd'checks or serve food, except as provided in 
'-Section.16.1'3. .• '••.--,. •,;"; .-,; , ; ' " • - V '• '•'' "" '• ' ' - • • - ' . 
'16:09. Union Buttons. "'_' '., ' ' " ' ' , . '';;'' ;•''•'; ' 
Not more than one Union button may be worn On the job' at any time, provided that such buttons do • 
not exceed one (1) inch in diameter, and state'only the name and localof the bargaining representa-
tive, and be subject to restrictions as to locati6hs on the uniforms. •' . . . 
16.10. Rotation of Stations. , ~~ :, ' • : ••• -
Except for restaurant areas reserved for hotel and casino executives, stations for qualified Food 
Servers shall be rotated equitably on a daily basis. Dining room employees;, servers, and bar em-
ployees shall normally be assigned to a particular room or bar, but may be assigned to another area 
by the Employer in order.to, meet.business_ demands so long as the employee is not adversely af-
fected financially,,except in the event of an emergency. - Stations-for Cocktail" Servers, other than 
those'in the casino, ;shall be rotated daily within a room'on an equitable basis. .Stations for Cocktail 
Servers which include any area of the casino as part thereof shall not be rotated, nor shall Cocktail 
Servers' stations at the swimming pool be rotated. 'The rotation schedule 'shall be posted with, or as 
part of, the work schedule required to be posted under Section 9.06". *; 
36.11. Break Periods. 
- '-Employees;working ten (10) or eight'(8)_t hour shifts-shall receive, two (2) ten-(10) minute break v. 
'•'• periods on--the Employer's time, one (1.)'priorto:their meal period and one (1) following the meal c. 
period. Employees working six (6) or.fouf (4) hour-shifts 'shall-receive -one_(l) ten (10) minute \ 
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break period on the Employer's time. ;Rest areas shall be maintained in a clean condition. The 
Employer shall provide, in convenient areas,for each department,'a means of recording in.and out 
times for their break periods. It shall be the employees' responsibility to record the*times of their 
break periods in the manner directed by the Employer. 
16.12. Floor Coverings. 
' Floor slats, resilient compound mats or a. comparable alternate type 'of floor covering, shall be 
provided at stations where employees in the, Cooks and Miscellaneous Kitchen Help classifications 
stand to perform their work, and at permanent bar stations.' ' •; J-•"_ • '-• 
16.13. Presentation of Checks. ... ., " • : - ' . . . . .. •. ... 
When checks are presented to-guests or customers, they shall'be presented by either a Bartender, a 
•"Food Server or a Cocktail Server; provided, however, that the above'provision of this Section, shall 
' not apply in cases of banquets.
 :bu£fets,-^cafeterias and snack'bars or where'-amaster check for a 
1
 group function is presented. NotwithstandingJhe.abbVe, a Bartender1 may only present.-a check to 
:
 guests or customers for bar or pre-prepared snack food items. " • ' " ' * J - ' • ' • •'•".-•>> : 
16.14. Notice by Employee.
 ;, , .: >j(.„ . ~' ' - - ^ ' - i '.:i ;-i'. <» 
If an employee is unable to report for work, he shall notify or'cause:'notice'.:to.'be given to the 
department head, assistant department head, shift supervisor o r other-'designated. Employer rep-
resentative who will be available for such purpose, at leastfour (4) hours prior to commencement of 
the employee's shift except >vhere-it_is,unreaspnabieVunder- the;; circumstances;'for'the..employee to 
give such notice. The Employer wilUog.aiid maintain a record of such1 calls'!': Ah employee who has 
been absent for a period of not more than five (5) days,'due to illness or-injury,'shall: be allowed to 
return to work on his/her next regularly scheduled shift after the day the employee has.'notified; the 
Employer of his/her availability for work, provided that such notice has been received by the 
Employer no later than two (2) hours prior .to, the time the employee's last-regularly scheduled shift 
would have ended. The giving of. notice-pursuant "to this provision does-not finally determine 
whether the employee failed to report for work without just cause. - •_ -
16.15. Knife Sharpening. 
The Employer shall sharpen .or pay a service to sharpen knives for Cooks', Butchers, and:Bakers at 
least once a month. '- ; . '" ' -
16.16: Work Record. 
- (a) If the Employer is currently^utilizing time'clocks for employees Covered by .this Agreement, 
it shall continue to do so; and if the Employer has three'hundred (300)-Of more-guest rooms'.and is 
•'not'currently utilizing time clocks, it.shall, within sixty (60) days after-:-the -effective date .of this 
Agreement, commence to do-so and shall require all employees to punch'in* prior to the commence-
ment of any work and to punch, put after work! . Time card-records will' be made available -to the 
Union on any grievance concerning a violation of this Section. *'-••.-
 J • 
(b) The Employer may utilize or adopt a mechanical or electronic time recording system other 
than a time clock.. In such case, employees provided with an identification card tenother instrument 
• for-operating the time recording device,,shall jbe responsible for same; provided that the Employer 
may not charge an employee more than the actual replacement cost of a lost identification card or 
other instrument. Employees claiming to have forgotten their identification "card or..other time 
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recording instrument when reporting for work may not be sent home if they have not previously 
reported without such card or instrument within the preceding ninety (90) days. • 
16.17. Prohibited Work. \ • ' . 
Room service employees shall not perform the duties of Bartenders and Apprentice Bartenders, 
provided that Room Service employees,shall ..be pennitted, at the'requesf:of guests, to set up, open 
--and dispense alcoholic and other,-bey.erages for guests in their rooms when, the group does not 
' constitute axocktail party'as defined.in Section. 16.06. ' " ; " 
16.18. Required Service.-, .
 r. ~'_ ' ' 
Bus Persons cannot be employed to work unless Food Servers are'"also employed. Bus Persons 
cannot perform the traditional duties of Food Servers. .Notwithstanding the foregoing sentences of 
this Section, Bus Persons may be employed for a cafeteria or full self-service type operation without 
the employment of a Food -Server, and shall, be_ paid the Bus Person rate set forth in Exhibit; 1; 
provided-that no guaranteed gratuities-shall be payable by.4he Employer to Bus Persons employed 
for such an'operation.. ,"-. •>. • . •'.•••....',." .'"' '"' ' 
16.19. Casino Work.,. •,,•;-.''
 A ,r.,.'.'*^
1
' "'( ; ' ' ' ; ' - - " . . . . 
When a change pereoirjs-not, available, management reserves theright to designate another 
person to pay out jackpots. The Employer may continue its existing practice, of having floor . 
personstarry currencyjin.wanets and exchange currency for customers. " 
16.20. Required Porter Service'. 
Porters shall be responsible for cleaning,the floors of any public'area including -restaurants. 
• ' . ! . - ,-: ..'..""
 : A R T l C L E ' i 7 ; ; B A N Q U t t S ' v " '• 
17.01. Definition. . . . . , ' / \ "r • ; • ' : 
A banquet shall.be deemed to be any function which has been'regarded and.paid at the banquet rate 
according-to the'custom and usage of the trade, including'cocktail parties.- Steady extra banquet em-
ployees are banquet employees carried by. the'Employer on its regular payroll, and used by the 
'Employer as needed.- Steady extra banquet employees shall be covered by the.provisions,of this 
Article 17 and, in addition; by Articles 6, Yl, 20,'21,'25'and 26; provided, however, .that (1) vacation 
pay under Article 11 shall be prorated on the' basis of,the time actually worked for the Employer by 
such employees, and (2) seniority under Article 20 shall "be for purposes of layoff and recalls only, 
and shall be applicable only as among the Employer's steady extra banquet employees. -
17.02. Service Charge. :'" ' ' f>t> * •> > 
On all banquets it is-.obligatory on the Employer, that a seventeen percent (17%) service charge of 
the total charges for food and beverage shall be'paid to the Food Servers, Cocktail-Servers, Bus Per-
• sons,' Captains, Host Persons and. Banquet or Catering Managers who have a current Captain's book 
'and work the function, in addition to the. designated wages. This distribution of such gratuities shall 
be in accordance with paragraph 1. of Exhibit 3i attached to and made a part of this Agreement. The 
Employer shall post in a conspicuous place available to banquet employees,'prior to or during the 
banquet function, the menu, the number of guests, the name of the group, and the price charged for 
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the food and beverage. , If a server is designated by the Employer to act as Captain or Host Person 
for a banquet, he/she shall be paid the Captain or Host Person'rate 'and shall share in the distribution 
of gratuities as a Captain or Host Person. 
17.03. Employees Working Banquets. ' . , " , " ' ' ' 
The Employer may-,,in its sole discretion/assign'reguiaror -relief-bargaining unit-employees in 
appropriate classifications to work banquets, or it may request'the Union to refer banquet employees 
for some or all of the available positions. When the Employer requests that -the .Union refer.banquet 
employees for available positions, the Employer shall have the right to designate, by name, the 
individuals that the Union should refer, and. the Union will refer those designate"dljndiyiduals,.if they 
are available. -: ^ ,.-> ' / " '', ' • ' • - . '•'••' "'-• ; *';• .: -: •; - , -
. 17.04. Reporting Pay. .-. .V . . ^ ' _ . - • - - . - " .
 ;, , 
• When the Employer or its representative/,orders' a '/banquet -worker to report, for work-.and., said 
employee is not allowed to work, the Ernployer shall pay the'employee theminimum compensation 
provided in Section 17.07; provided, however, that the above provision of this'Sectiondpes not 
apply to any employee reporting in a condition which obviously prevents the proper performance of 
the normal duties by "the employee, to.employees who report to work withojit;a vMich health card, to 
employees who previously - have been designated" in writing by the* Employeivto.be unsatisfactory 
because of the commission of the kind.pf offense listed ifr 'Section 6;0I(a)-of,;for a six (6) month 
period, to employees who previously have'been validly'so desigriated'for-any .other, reason. . 
17.05. Distribution ofr Gratuities. , ^ -'J:J-\ \.'i ^'.''-Jvj'ir.-.'jM M_. 
All gratuities, whether for banquets or'otherwise,'-belong to-the1 employees •and:no.part;-o.f the 
gratuities belong to the Employer or any representative of the Employer (other than Banquet or 
Catering Managers as provided.in $ectiqn.l,7.02). and are not a part of the basic wage established by 
this Agreement. The distribution of gratuities" among "banquet workers shall be in accordance with 
Exhibit 3 attached to and made a part of this Agreement. The Employer shall exert its best efforts to 
make available .to the Union.by 3/.0.0 p.m. of the day following the banquet function-all wages and 
gratuities for banquet workers, a breakdown of 'the! distribution of gratuities for all, food and 
beverage, the name and date of the banquet function and room'where, held, the total price for all 
food and beverage, the number of guests in attendance, and'the names and Social Security numbers 
of the banquet workers; provided,,however; that where a banquet worker works banquet functions at 
this'hoteLon successive days,.his/her wages and'gratuities'for said functions may be forwarded or 
made-available on the day following the'last successive banquet function.which the banquet worker 
works. T • ' . " • ' - • . 
• • ' i ' . ' 
17.06. Cocktail Parties. 
At cocktail parties only including, those, preceding a banquet and including those where; only hors 
d'oeuvres a^re served, and. where .Food'Servers or Cocktail Servers^are employed,solely.for the 
cocktail party;: gratuities,shall,be distributed, in accordance with paragraph 2 of Exhibit 3,-attached 
to and made a part ,of this .Agreement, orily 'among Bartenders, Food Servers, Cocktail Servers, and 
Captains and Host Persons who workihe cocktail party except that Bartenders shall not .participate 
in gratuities .where Food -Servers"pr'Cocktaji" Servers serve customers from a regularly established 
-service bar. ; ,. . ' , . „ ." . ' " - ' • ' • • - ' ' , . . ; - '•-
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17.07. Banquet Minimums and Limitations. 
(a) Breakfasts: Two (2) hours minimum. A Food Server shall not be required to, serve more 
than twenty-five (25) customers and for each additional person shall receive fifty cents (.50$) in 
addition to his/her regular wages. • •">' . . 
(b) Luncheons: Three (3) hours minimum. A Food Server shall not be required to serve more 
than twenty-five (25) customer's and for each additional person shall receive fifty.cents (.500) in 
addition to his/her regular wages. - . . - . . 
(c) Dinners: Four (4) hours minimum. A Food Server shall not be required to serve more than 
twenty-two (22) customers and for each additional person shall receive sixty cents (.60£) in addition 
to his/her regular wages.-•• .,_., • . • , . 
(d)' -..Buffets:"
 V i . V ^ ; . '. ' ." ; ..' '/ ':;"' /-•"• • 
1. Breakfasts: Two (2) hours minimum. ;-. •'•-* -• > ; . . - . 
2.- - .Luncheons: Three.;(3) hours minihium.••~~ ':. - I 'v . i /v . '. 
3. .. Dinners;;-Four.(4 j.fiours miriimum1!1' .":,:v- •• *•'•*' ' J . . . 
A buffet is a regular meal (breakfast, luncheon or dinner) where' guests are served or serve 
themselves from a display of foods; provided, however, that for purposes of this Article, a 
- '•••"''buffet shall not:-be deemed .to .include buffets, cocktail buffets or other meals offered 
' • '' regularly to the.public and served by regular employees. "•--' . 
4. There shall be no limit on the number of customers a'Food Server may be required 
to serve at a buffet. . • 
(e) ' Work performed in excess of the minimum shift's'set forth above, shall be paid at the hourly 
rates set forth in Exhibit 1., "' : -' - . , ' , . , -
17.08. Meals lor Banquet Employees. r :.,' 
Banquet employees shall receive one (1) meal for each function worked, to be eaten within forty 
(40) minutes prior to the start of the employee's work. 
17.09: Full Function. . . .' 
No banquet employee .eligible for gratuities - shall share in gratuities/unless he works the full 
function; provided^.however. that at banquets where cleanup must be- delayed until the conclusion of 
'speeches ora program,.only that number .of employees sufficient to do the cleanup work need be 
retained, and those employees not retained shall nevertheless share in the.gratuities. , 
. . . . ' ' • - ' . . . - ! , • • , . . •£ 
17.10. Teams. . . . - ; . ; . . ; . . . 
• Except for French service where teams are required, "Banquet Food Servers are responsible only for t 
their individual stations and may not be fequired;to work in teams:- --• _ -; 
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17.11. Setup and Breakdown. . - - . . ' , , , 
Banquet Food Servers and Bus.Persons if employed are responsible for all setup and breakdown 
work in the banquet room. • 
17.12. Bartenders. • .. ., ., - ; , 
Bartenders employed for banquets shalLreceive tHe Bartender rate provided they shall be employed 
or paid for not less than four (4) hours for each banquet"function. • '•' • .. 
: .. ARTICLE 18: SPECIAL EVENTS 
18.01. Definition. " " '' :" ,; : • - , /-
• A special event shall be deemed to be any event for a person, persons, grouper groups arranged by 
•a travel agent, booking agent, hotel sales representative, convention agent, promotional 
1
 representative, operator or any other individual or agency where tickets, coupons or package prices 
for food and/or beverages to be served to patrons of such events are involved. 
18.02. Gratuities Payable for Special Events, 
The Employer reserves the option to prepackage "food and/or beverage and within that.package to 
include or exclude gratuities as it deems appropriate. In those instances where a gratuity is 
excluded, the servers who provide the service shall be given an opportunity to^present a check. In 
• "these instances, checks so.presented shall contain prominent verbiage to the effect that the "Gratuity 
Is Not Included". ; ; ' • \ . J ; , , ' '" ' . ' . . / V' ~' : ' v--:''•--•-•
 = ^ •• , ' ,~ '. 
A guest whose prepackaged plan has been4etemiined'by the Employer'not to includer'gratuities, and 
which allows usage of pay as you' enter, fast-food 'and/or self-service-outlets/shall be *given 
" promotional materials-such-as coupons and/or script bearing "Gratuity Not Included", thereon. 
Where the Employer and/or the guest prepays for food and/or beverage-, and the gratuity is included 
in the price* the gratuity for food and/or cocktail servers shall be seventeen percent (17%) .of the 
price charged for such food and/or beverage served.' - • 
Bartenders shall not participate in gratuities where Food or Cocktail Servers serve customers from a 
1
 regularly established service bar. ' • ! . .. •"' • " . ' " ' 
• - i . '. - - . . <. 
18.03. Bellhop Service. ' . 
Where Bellhops are not given the opportunity to room special event or complimented guests, they 
shall receive not less than two.dollars and twenty-five cents ($2.25) per person checking in and. out. 
For'package guests, the.Bellhops shall receive for each person using the package, two dollars and 
twenty-five cents ($2.25) per person checking in and/or out only where baggage is delivered and 
* removed as part of a.group arrival or.departure and the guest requests Bellhop service. iThe.two 
dollars and twenty-five cents ($2. 25) gratuity 'will'not apply to special events and/or packages that 
• were agreed upon with, and/or proposed to, special event and/or package sponsors prior to the 
execution of this Agreement, provided that the Employer furnishes the Union wrtha list of,all such 
special events and/or packages. For complimented'guests, the'Bellhops shall'receive.t'WQ dollars and 
twenty-five cents ($2.25) per person checking"nVahd/or out only where baggage-is handled, as part 
of a group arrival or departure, but not where the guests check in or out individually or are given the 
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opportunity to utilize bellhop service. Set arrivals and/or departures shall be evidenced by a 
manifest. These guaranteed gratuities shall only be paid to Bellhops who actually perform the 
services. These guaranteed gratuities do not apply to diverted air carriers. These guaranteed 
gratuities do not apply to groups with whom the Employer currently has contracts at the $2.00 
rate or to whom the Employer has made-firm-offers,at that rate. The' Employer will furnish the 
Union with a list of all such contracts and offers at the $2.00 rate. All new contracts and offers 
will be at the $2.25 rate. -' ••• .;...-• - . . 
18.04. Payment of Special Event Gratuities. ' 
Gratuities for special events shall :be paid to. employees who provide service not later than the 
payday for the payroll period in which such service-was rendered. Upon request, the Employer shall 
make available to the Union the names and date of the special event groups and the names of 
employees and •amount-of .gratuities received by.them on their paychecks for the pay period 
involved, with"the gratuities:broken down,by.spi'rce. , . , ' , ' ' . ' " 
18.05. Exception. ; '»''- , - . , . ; ':; ! . . . , , ; : i ; ; i .••'v 
Affairs which are'exclusively for the benefit, of, charity, shall be exempted from!'the provisions of this 
Article.1 1- -*• : ':." •; ' . . : . . ' .. .
 :; •^ .-!-.., : - ... ''~ ' . , , ' ' ' 
18.06. Predecessor Agreement. 
No provision of this Article shall require the-pa^ment of a gratuity not-paid under the predecessor 
agreement. ' •-''• •--J.-;I w r ' - . , .,;• •-,•', •,-<, .,., 
ARTICLE 19: C O M P L I M E N T E b GUESTS 
' (a) On those occasions whenTndiyiduals .or. members of a group are provided with food and/or 
beverages in a public room; which-.are complimented,by the Employer,.there shall be no guaranteed 
gratuity; provided, however, that the Servers who provide service shall be given"the opportunity to 
present a check to the guest or guests being complimented. In all'instances of complimented guests, 
except'those-who are'staying at.the Employer's-note-!, and who are complimented when they check 
out, the checks presented by Servers shall contain the words in prominent letters "Complimentary -
Gratuity Not Included". . . . • * . - • . . . ; . . 
(b) Except for guests complimented for beverages in the casino and except as provided in 
Section 16.07, on-those occasions when Servers are not.given the opportunity to present a check to 
the complimented guest or. guests, the. Server shall-receive from the Employer a gratuity of fifteen 
•percent (15%) of the menu price of the food and beverage'served, as established by the Employer 
for such services in that particular room. ., , • • . . " ' . . ' • ' 
(c)- Food Servers, Cocktail Servers and .Bartenders, to whom are presented by guests or . 
"customers beverage-and/or food, tickets or .coupons'issued by tile Employer, for which ho-charge is • 
made, shall receive from the Employer a gratuity of fifteen percent'(1'5%) of the established menu 
' or bar price of the food or beverage served.as established' by "the Employer for such service in that *'•  
' particular room. In instances when foo^:and/orrbe.verage7ticke'ts'or coupons issued are clearly 
marked "Gratuities Not Included,-' mere shall be no guaranteed gratuity. 
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(d) On those occasions when members'of a group which is not a special event as defined in 
Section-.l8.0L.are complimented,'as'a group'and not individually, with food and/or beverage in a 
public room, the checks presented to such'persons/shall be clearly .marked "Gratuity Not Included", 
and in such cases there shall not be anv guaranteed gratuity payable, by the Employer.. 
- - ' • • -'••- '-'"•'. .. .r. >. . :• 
(e) Where guests receive a complimentary bottle of wine in a specialty-or gourmet, room, there 
shall be no guaranteed gratuity provided for the wine. 
•'•'••:'I"•!'•'•/*:•[•;/' i :;h* ' < - - ui'.-. ••< 
\ ARTICLE 20: SENIORITY;: .:?-.-. L . ^ " 
20.01. Probationary Period. '" ' •- . - ; . -• : .•: • :.- , . :, 
A regular, relief or steady extra employee''will be considered as::a probationary,_femployee until 
he/she has completed fifty (50) shifts of work after his/her most'recent date -Qf-hire by ;the'Employer 
after which his/her seniority shall date back to his/her most recent date of hire or rehire by the 
'Employer. A probationary employee may be terminated at the discretion of the Employer, and such 
termination shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration provisions of,Article 21."The"above 
probationary period may be extended by mutual agreement of the Employer and the Union. _ . 
20.02. Definition of Seniority.
 :J •}}_r -v r^,j- i-, - • ; ' ; r 
(a) House seniority'is an" employee's length of-continuous: service; in years,' montlis and "days 
from the employee's most recent date of hire by the Employer into the bargaining unit-as-.a regular 
employee, or as a steady extra employee if the steady extra employee became a regular employee 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 10.07(b).r"' ' ) : ' , ; - "Mi/*/. 
(b) Classification seniority is an employee's length of continuous service in years, months pad 
days from the employee's'most recent date''of Hire 'into -or transfer into.ihis/her present classification. 
.Classification seniority shall'not be cbnsidered'interrupted because of the merger of two or more job 
classifications into one classification: ' ' . " • ' " ' • • • *" " ' . . . ' 
: . - ' ' ' i 
(c). • In the administration of this Agreement each of the classifications-listed in Exhibit 1 is a 
separate and distinct classification. ' ;" . - . • ' . 
r 2Q.03. Layoffs and Recalls. 
* (a) In the event'of layoffs due to a reduction in-force, probationary employees within the 
affected classification(s) will be the first to be laid off:' Employees .will be laid offfrom and recalled 
to their regular job classifications in accordance with their house seniority, provided-they have, the 
qualifications to perform satisfactorily.the work available in their regular job classification. It is the 
responsibility of the employee to advise the Employer of1 a change.in either,address or telephone 
number. In accordance .with their seniority, employees in layoff status will be offered, but not 
-required to, perform (subject'to. subparagraph {c}), all extra-work in their classifications except for 
banquets or parties, before'extra employees "are. hired,: before steady extra employees are offered 
such,work, and, to the extent practical, before regular employees are assigned to work.their sixth 
(6th) day; provided* however,.that such'employees who are offered.and accept extra work shall be 
paid as extra employees for"such work ifraccdrdance with.'Section.10.05., but shall not be.covered 
by the provisions of Section 9:03.' " "*•--''••"-"•-• "- - ••: •„ 
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Whenever all employees in specific job classifications (except for- seasonal classifications) are laid 
off, such employees shall be given the opportunity1 to -transfer', to vacancies in bargaining unit 
positions for which they are qualified which have not been filled-pursuant to. Section 20:04 or 10.07, 
and which exist, at the time of the job elimination or within sixty (60) days thereafter. Employees 
who were laid off on or after September^11", 2001 -and-riot recalled before May 1 ,.2002 shall be 
given the opportunity to transfer to vacancies in ''bargaining unit positions for which they are 
qualified which occur-before January 1,' 2003 and Have notbeen filled pursuant to.Section 20.04 or 
10.07. If an employee transfers under this'section, he/she will have recall rights to his/her former 
eliminated position- from'the..time'of the job .elimination for a 'period of six (6) months, so long as 
he/she has not been terminated or has hot resigned-employment with the Employer. 
.(b) • ln ; the event of -a layoff -because of circumstances1 .-affecting only a portion of ,the 
establishment,, such as ,a room 'closing (but 'not' ordinary fluctuations of work), the affected 
'employees, may be laid', off wiihqut.regard'tq house'seniority/provided the layoff is scheduled to be 
..thirty (30) days or less. , , . . , , / . . ' ' „ " . . / . ""'. '•;-''"''"*: • - • . - • , - . 
(c). . Employees to be laid off in accordance'' with Section 20'.03(a)'may-be laid off without regard 
to their respective!house .seniority as each' comnletes-his/her current -workweek. At the time of 
layoff the empjoyee shall, state'availability or nonavailability for extra.work;, where the employee 
/indicates availability,, he shall not becalled Tor extra'work after he/she! refuses two (2), put of seven 
(7) offers.. Notwithstanding the,'foregoing, an' '•employee' may declare "unavailability for.extra .work 
• for.a definite.periqd-while on. layoff. .: '."' "'• {'"'• ' " ••: . 
"(d) Employees; shall be recalled-to their regular job-classifications in accordance with the following 
procedures: -: •• .'.;, ,... , '[ '_." : '.'•"•••- » ,-. , . ; M,_ 
: •- (l)-lf a position is restored less than 90vdays of when it was eliminated, and if the person 
*• who held it is still actively'at work, the person is returned to.'the.position, or if the person 
• who held it is on layoff, the most senior person oh layoff-is recalled .to it, except that if 
-'-' '. . multiple people on .layoff aireto be recalled at about.the same time to several positions that 
. . have been restored or created, aria1 the person who formerly held.the position is one of those 
. to be-recalled, then the person is returned to his/her former position regardless of the relative 
. seniority among those to be recalled:- •' '• • . . . . . . 
(2) If a position.is restored 90 days or more after it was eliminated,, or a new position is 
created, it is put up for bid. This is true even if the person who formerly held the position is 
i still actively at work. All regular employees may bid, but laid off employees may not bid. 
•-If there are no bidders, the most senior pe'rsoivon-layoff is-recalled to the position and cannot 
refu.se.it.
 r .,
 :
 • ". ... .- . • ••• 
'.'; . (3),Employees who obtain a position by bidding shall-not-be eligible for another transfer , 
. under this subsection or under Section 20:04(b)Tor six (6) months. -Those who are , *, 
-" • transferred to a position without bidding remaineligible forrtransfer under those provisions. $ 
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(4) The provisions of paragraph (1) shall apply to any position eliminated on or after 
September 11, 2001: and;before. Ma^ 1,-2002 if it is restored at any time.prior to December 
31, 2002; regardless .whether the restoration is within 90 days of elimination. 
' " ' • *- '' ,
;
- '
:
 r. ; • • - , ; • 
(e) Employees who were:laid off.on or after September^ 1, 2001 and not recalled before May 1, 
. 2002 shall be' entitled to-retrain in a program, conducted, by "the'Southern Nevada Joint Management 
Culinary & Bartenders Training Fund or. a,trauung program for hotel services 'conducted by an 
institution licensed as apostsecondary educational institution by the State'of-Nevada,-to enable them 
to qualify for placement in positions either in.the classifications coveredby this'Agreement or in 
other classifications of hotel-casino wqrkvas long as.the training is af no cost to ilie-Employer. 
20.04. Promotions and Preference for Shifts. . 
' (a) When the Employer .promotes
 :an employee to another classification,1 the-Employer will 
""consider the employee's seniority,-qualifications,.tp perform satisfactorily the work-in. the other 
classification, and prior performance, provided that a Food'Server,'before being promoted .to 
Captain, must have passed the Captain's examination conducted under the auspices of a committee, 
at least one (1) member-of which' sha]J;-be, qualified and experienced in the craft, and shall be 
designated by the Employer; and provided, further, any employee before being promoted to the 
classification of Bartender must have passed,the craft examination forBartenders conducted bv the 
. Union. Where qualifications to perfon"n,the.wprk m'the other classifications ar6 relatively equal 
among employees, the;seniot employee shall .be the,one promoted..The Empldyer- shall encourage 
internal bidding in order to maximize promotional opportunities'' to ; regular' vacancies, but the 
Employer's promotion decision shall be deemed to be valid unless arbitrary,'-'capricious'or 
• discriminatory. An employee,-who has^uccessfuliv completed the course of training offered by the 
Southern Nevada Joint Management Culinary '&. Bartenders Training -Fund; for -a. promotional 
position, or the Employer's formal in-house training program for a promotional position,"shall be 
deemed-qualified for such position. For purposes, of this paragraph (a), a "promotion" shall be a 
transfer from one classification to another,, regardless of any change in compensation. Any.regular 
vacancy that is not filled pursuant to; Section 20.04(0), or 10.07(b) of this'Agreement, and wnich 
would'constitute a "promotion" compared to another bargaining unit classification, !shall be filled in 
accordance with this section, provided, there is a qualified bidder. Regular vacancies to be filled by 
promotion under this paragraph shall be posted for seventy-two (72) hours near'-the 'employees time 
clock or other location to which employees have regular access'. The Employer may fill the vacancy 
temporarily during the posting period. An employee "promoted under this Section who cannot per-
•* form satisfactorily the work'of the job to which promoted shall be transferred back to his/her fomier 
'" job; shift and station within thirty (30). shifts worked after the. date of the promotion. 
(b) When there is a permanent, vacancy, or a temporary vacancy of at least ninety (90) days, on 
a particular shift or station, employees in the same job classification'on other shifts or stations who 
desire to transfer to the vacancy will be transferred on the basis of their classification seniority, 
'• provided that the senior employee desiring transfer is qualified to perform satisfactorily the work on 
the shift and/or station applied for and that a qualified employee is available .to replace the employee 
desiring to transfer.: An employee transferred under this Section shall assume the weekly schedule 
of days of work and days off, and the daily shift schedule, applicable to the vacant position to which 
he/she transfers, and he shall not be eligible for another transfer under this Section for six (6) 
months. An employee transferred under this Section who cannot perform satisfactorily the work on 
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the shift or station to which transferred shall be transferred back to his/her former shift and/or station 
within thirty (30) shifts worked from the date of transfer." The resulting'-vacancy or vacancies 
created by a transfer under this Section shall be filled by the next senior qualified employee(s) from. 
another shift and/or station who desires to. work on the shift or station where the' vacancy exists. 
Permanent vacancies under this paragraph' shall b^'e posted for seventy-two (72) hours in the 
department where the vacancy,-exists.. The Employer may fill the vacancy temporarily during the 
posting period.. •• -..." <•-.< . - . -_- , , .. 
20.05. Break in Continuous Service and Seniority. 
An employee's continuous service, seniority and status as an employee will be broken when: 
(a) He quits. 
(b) He is discharged for just cause. • • • • • - . . 
(c) He is absent exceeding the period of an authorized leave of absence. . -
(d)' He is absent, due to'inj.ury or-illness .sustained during the course of employment, exceeding 
the period for-which-statutory, temporary,.,total disability'payments'are payable under the Nevada 
Industrial Insurance Act,-proyided-that the employee.shall"have one (1).week'after his/her release in 
which to return to work:.:However,-the.time required Tor;an appeal through the appeals officer level 
shall not;;in and ofitself,.constitutea.break in the employee's'seniority. • • ' - -„ . . , 
'(e) '--'(l) "•' "He is absent because of layoff exceedingsix (6) months. 
:(2) '' -The employee, was laid off on or after September IE, 2001 and before • . 
May 1, 2002 performs no work for trie'Employer'through December 31, 2002. -: 
•'(f) • He is absent..exceeding six (6) months.because of illness or injury not compensable under
 x 
the Nevada Industrial Insurance Act. • [ • . " • -
20.06. Notification. 
An employee'who is to be recalled to work by the Employer under-Section -20.03 shall be.notified to 
return to work by the Employer advising the employee" by telephone, certified mail return receipt 
requested, or other available means of communication of the date and time-the employee is to 
report, and by confirming such communication by certified mail return receipt requested to the 
•'•employee's-current address of record on file with the Employer. • A copy of the'confirmation letter 
:
 shall be-sentto the Union. iReasonable advance notice must be given-an employee being irecalled. If 
such employee fails..to report to .-work within forty-eight (48) hours after the time specified for the 
employee to'report, his seniority and continuous service shall'be terminated, and the Employer shall 
be free to hire a replacements accordance with Article 2 of this Agreement. 
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. ARTICLE 21: GRIEVANCES AND ARBITRATION 
21.01. Definition. , . " ' ' „ " ' ' • . 
A grievance shall be ,defined as, a dispute regarding the interpretation and/or application of the 
provisions of this Agreement. However, dispute's' specifically excluded in other. Articles of this 
Agreement from the Grievance and Arbitration' procedure shall not be-construed as,->vithin the 
definition set forth above and shall not be handled in accordance with this procedure, ft is agreed 
that such excluded disputes are not grievable or arbitrable under the terms of this Article or under 
this contract. Any violations or alleged violations-of Section 22:0.r^o.t'-S;ectioni 22.02 shall not be 
subject to the provisions of this'Article.' ' ''"'• - ' - • ' • --"...:••:. ;-. • • , 
21.02. Procedure. 
All grievances covered by this Article shall be handled exclusively in the following manner: 
(a) A grievance must.be reduced.to. writing, citing thespecific provision(s) of this Agreement 
alleged to have been violated. .••'...-.> ,<•-.. ..-;• .,: •,__._ 
(b) All grievances involving a grievable discharge'to be valid shall be filed-in-writing within 
• fifteen (15) calendar days of .'the "date' 'the' employee deceives actual: notice'-of discharge. All 
•' grievances involving other mattersjo be.'yali'd shail'be''filed'in;-writing,within'fifteen.(15) calendar 
days after the event giving rise to the .grievance,'oi* within-fifteen'(1-5}'calendar (days of the time the 
employee or the Union reasonably could' have adOjUired^knowledge-ofthe. event, whichever is later. 
At the time the Union submits a grievance to the Employer, the Union shall furnish the Employer 
with copies of any written, statements, repbiis or documents relied on by- the Union or the grievantto 
support the grievance (but not including the employee's written grievance submitted to the Union). 
- (c) • BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT., Any unresolved grievances shall be reduced to writing and 
scheduled for hearing by.a Board of Adjustment within ten (10)-working days of the'filing,of the 
grievance. The Board of Adjustment shall be comprised o f not more; than three (3) representatives 
of the Employer and three (3) representatives of the Union. For the purpose of attempting to resolve 
grievances prior to.arbitration, the parties, at any meeting prior to the Board of Adjustment hearing 
and at that hearing, shall make full disclosure to each other of all facts and evidence then known to. 
"them which bear on trie grievance.' _ - ' " ! • . • • . 
(d) -ARBITRATION. Any grievance not settled by the Board of Adjustment may be referred to 
:
 arbitration by written notice from the party who'filed the greivanccwithin fifteen (15) calendar days 
of the Board of Adjustment. .All grievances'involving the discharge of any employee covered by 
this Agreement referred to .arbitration shall be referred to Expedited Arbitration.in accordance with 
the provisions of paragraph• 1 below."All other (nondischarge) unresolved;grievances may be-
referred to Expedited Arbitration within the same time period upon-mutual agreement of the.parties. 
Otherwise, such other (nondischarge) grievances may be referred to formal arbitration within the 
same time period in accordance with paragraph 2 .below. 
(1) Expedited Arbitration: An arbitration board shall be convened composed of two (2) 
representatives selected by the Employer, excluding employees of the Employer, and two 
(2) representatives selected by the Union, excluding the business agents assigned to the 
. . . . • : • • . : ' . " ; . 3 9 . 
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Employer and the head of the department directly involved. The Board shall convene 
within fifteen (15) calendar days of agreement to utilize the process. "The Board shall hear 
the evidence presented by the parties without assistahce-'of legal counsel and shall make a 
determination immediately upon the conclusion of the hearing. The representatives of the 
Employer and Union Board members may have counsel present, but counsel shall.not 
participate in the hearing. Any decision reached^ shall be'by majority vote by secret ballot, 
and shall be final and binding"on all.parties' to this -Agreement, including the Union, the 
. Employer and the aggrieved .employee(s), but 'shall not constitute a precedent nor be cited in 
any other legal or,,arbitration proceeding. Each party'will bear its own costs and will, share 
equally the fees and expenses of the' arbitration. . In the event a majority decision is not 
reached, the matter may be referred to formal arbitration procedures set forth in paragraph 2 
'below. . . . . , 
(2) Formal Arbitration: Representatives'of the Employer and the Union shall attempt to 
select an arbitrator, but if they are unable to- do 'so, the arbitrator shall be chosen by an 
alternate striking procedure from the following thirteen (13) member panel: 
Benjamin Aaron , .' " ." " '. '.".' ^ ""''Donald Anderson ; 
Howard Block '.., „ [ ^ ••-•-.-. ^Joseph-Gentile .": •. • 
George Hardbeck " ' ' '" -'Joe Henderson 
Gerald McKay '*"''-(Deral'dine Randall •;:: . "• .. • 
Thomas Roberts ^ , , -, , , . . , .
 / ]r.r,it ^William Rule 
L. Lawrence Schultz' ' " "' "l''A Donald Wolletf-'.'i " 
Gn June 1, 1995 and on.every June 1 thereafter, during the term of this Agreement,., either party-may 
permanently strike-one (1.) member'of diis panel".-'--Trie parties shall attempt to agree upon 
replacement members-of the panel, but,'in ttie: event they-cannot reach agreement, the required 
replacements shall be selected through'an alternate striking procedure from Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Services arbitration panels. The members of such panels must be a resident of 
California or Nevada and a member of the National Academy of Arbitrators. .No arbitrator shall be 
chosen to serve in two (2) consecutive arbitrations for the Employer unless by mutual consent of the 
parties. The arbitrator shall be notified in writing of his/her selection. No evidence shall be 
introduced as to the withdrawal, during negotiations, of a proposal to change the Agreement.' 
21.03. . . ' • , ' . . - . ' .".. '. . '•• 
The arbitrator's decision shall be submitted in writing-and shall be final and binding on all parties to 
this Agreement, including the Union, the Employer and the aggrieved employee(s). 
.21.04. • . • ' • ' . " . ' - . : . - '• 
The arbitrator shall not have the authority to modify,'amend,'!" alter,.add to or subtract from any 
provision of this Agreement. . . . . . . " ' - • ' " . . 
21.05. 
A matter may be grieved and the arbitrator shall have the right to rule on any grievance within the 
scope of Section 21.01, even if the grievance is filed after the termination of this Agreement. 
However, a matter may not be.grieved and the arbitrator shall not have the authority to rule on any 
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matter, whether or not it meets the definition of a grievance under Section 21.01., which is based on 
events' which occur-after the termination date of this Agreement. 
21.06. . • • • . " . ' .'.- '"./ . ' 
In an arbitration hearing, neither the .Union nor. the Employer shall be permitted to submit any 
evidence which was known .to the offering, party, at the'time of the grievance hearing but was not 
presented at the .Board of Adjustment hearing. 'Nothing contained herein shall preclude the 
Employer or the Union from presenting testimony at' any' arbitration/hearing from a customer or a 
guest or other person who was not readily available" at the time of the Board of Adjustment hearing. 
21.07. • - • . 
The arbitrator shall base his/her ruling on a preponderance of the evidence. The arbitrator shall 
have no authority in any case,,.regardless.of the issue, to modify the standard of proof required to 
' anything other than a preponderance of .the. evidence, . "_' " • ------- - ~ •.. 
The expense of arbitration, including the-arbitrator's fee and expenses, a court reporter's fee and the 
cost, if any, of the facilities in which-the, hearing is held, shall be borne equally by the Employer and 
the Union. All expenses incurred by either .party in the preparation or presentation of its case are to 
be borne solely by the party incurring such expense. • • - - : . . . • ; 
ARTICLE 22: NO STRIKES - NO LOCKOUTS' 
22:01. No Strikes. .. \
 ; , > , . , 
During-the term of this Agreement, neither-th?: Union collectively/nor employees individually 'will 
engage in any work stoppages,, picketing, sympathy strikes or any other form'of economic action or 
•interference with the:Employer's.business except.as authorized in Section 22103:- • . . * 
•22.02. No Lockouts..: •-, -, • "' : ' 
During'the term of-this Agreement, the Employer will not lock out'any of the employees in the 
bargaining-unit covered by this Agreement. ,• '. ' 
22.03. Arbitration Awards. 
In the event the Employer.fails to comply with an arbitration award and does not either seek judicial 
review-of the award within1 the period of-time .required by law to obtain such review or comply with 
•the award within such time, period, the Union shall, have the right to -strike. In the event of a 
monetary award by an arbitrator^ the appropriate sum of money shall be placed in an .escrow,bank 
account, paying interest at not less than the rate provided by Nevada law on judgments obtained 
tinder-Nevada law. In the event'the award is sustained by the court, said interest shall be distributed 
to the appropriate employees on a pro rata basis. • • - • • . 
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ARTICLE 23: MANAGEMENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
23.01, Rights to Manage. 
The right to manage the Employer's business and the direction of its employees, including, but not 
limited, to, the following rights, are reserved tq the Employer except as such rights may be contrary 
to or inconsistent with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Such rights include the right to: 
direct, plan and control Hotel operations; to determine the number of employees to be employed, to 
assign them-to work as.needed; and to. determine the means, methods and schedules of operations; 
to introduce or establish .new equipment, facilities, technological" changes; procedures or processes; 
to hire,- terminate, classify,, reclassify, schedule, assign, promote, transfer, layoff and/or rehire 
employees.- •.. . • -. . - , ' - . , 
23:02. -Rules and Posting. - , , . . . . 
The Employer may establish'and administer reasonable rules, regulations and procedures governing 
the conduet'bf employees, provided that.such.rules, regulation's'and procedures are hot inconsistent 
with any provisions of this Agreement.- 'Before^ any. suchrules,"regulations:and procedures are made 
effective, the Employer shall-furnish the-Union a.copy thereof and; if the-Union so requests within 
five (5) work days after posting, by the Employer,, discuss same with the Union. The Employer shall 
post and maintain any such rules in such places within its establishment so that all employees 
affected thereby, and business representatives of the Union, may have an opportunity to become 
'* familiar -'with -them:."'The..reasonableness of-any rules,.regulations and procedures provided for 
herein,'are'subject to^theigrievance procedures of this Agreement. - • •' 
' * ARTICLE 24: q p y R T ^ P P ' E A ^ N C E ^ N D ' J U R Y DUTY 
24.01. Court Appearance. > 
Employees required to appear in court, administrative proceedings or at the police department on 
-behalf of the Eniployer .during their nomiai working Jiours^shall-!receive their straight-timeirate of 
pay for hours lost from work, less witness,fees'received'.' "If'an employee appears in court, 
administrative proceedings or at the police department on behalf of "the Employer on his/her days off 
"orafter normal working'hours, he shall receive his/ her straight-time rate of pay for the hours spent 
in such appearance, less the witness fees received, out such tirrfe shall not be-considered as time 
worked for any purposes under this Agreement. 
24.02. Jury Duty'. 
• A regular or a relief employee who has completed thirty (30) continuous days of employment with 
the Employer, and who.is'required to serve on a jury, and loses work time because1 of such service, 
•shall be- paid the difference between the jury fee received 'and.his/her straight-time rate of pay for 
not more'than eight (8)h6urs per day, This Section shall' apply only with respect to an employee's 
regularly scheduled days of work and shall not be applicable!'with respect-to days-on which the 
employee was hot scheduled-to work. Payment, for such service "hereunder shall be limited to not 
more than thirty (30) days in any calendar year. At" the'request ofthe Employer, the employee shall 
furnish satisfactory evidence of such service for which he/she claims payment hereunder. No 
employee, after having served on jury duty or having been required to stand by for same at the 
courthouse shall be required to report for work prior to eight (8) hours after completion of his/her 
jury service, unless his jury service ended in time for the employee to report for a regularly 
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scheduled swing shift beginning not later than'4:00 p.m.. and ending no later than 12:00 midnight. 
This Section shall hot apply with respect to any jury summons received by an employee prior to 
his/her date of hire. :• . . ' - - ' l : •• •-
ARTICLE 25: HEALTH AND WELFARE 
25.01. Amount of Contributions. ' ''"'"'"'" 
There presently is in effect, pursuant to the agreement of the parties, a group life, medical, surgical 
and hospital plan invotving'a trust'fund'ahd trust 'agreement for the -Hotel''Employees and Restaurant 
Employees International Union Welfare Furid;(theuFund").'The;parties hereto agree that the 
aforesaid trust agreement and any amendments shall be in effect during the period of this. 
Agreement. The Employer shall make, as of June 1, 2002, for all hours worked on and after that 
• dale, a contribution to the Fund of two, dollars and twenty-two cents ($2:22) pfer hour worked, on or 
: beforethe fifteenth (15lfl) day of each month for the previousmonths The.'EmpIoy.er; shall- make, as 
'. .of May 1, 20.03, for all hours workea\on arid afterthat'dateV a contribution;to the.Fund of,two . 
' dollars and eighty-seven cents $~2.87perTib'ur'woii<:ed,;'on-6r before/the'-fifteenth (.15lft day of, 
each month for the previous month. 'This rate'of contribution-may-be increased .on; or after May 1, 
2004 in accordance with the provisions'of'section 27.01' of this Agreement:-. •..; .• .;. 
Contributions shall be forwarded ,to' the bank designated by jthe HotekEmployees and Restaurant 
Employees International Union Welfare -"Fund:' A list of the names and .social security numbers of 
employees covered shalj accompany
 uthe payment. As used in this Section, "hours worked" shall 
mean all hours for which an employee is" compensated; indu'dirig-vacatidri and holiday hours paid 
for. 
-25.02. Delinquent Contributions." ., V.' "' . . . 
. In the event the Employer is in;arrears'in the payment'of cbritributions,Ut shall beliable for late fees, 
• interest and liquidated damages as - established''by1 the Trustees,, legal fees, court and/or arbitration 
costs, and audit and other expenses 'incidental to .the' collection1 of said delinquency. The Employer 
.( . shall.make available for;inspection and audit such payroll records as the Fund mayjawfully.require. 
25.03. Acceptance of Trust. " > - • • - • • . ; 
The Employer and the Union agree to be bound by the Agreement and Declaration of Trust of the 
• ; said Hotel-Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union Welfare i?und as may, from 
time, to time,, be amended, and'they "do hereby irrevocably designate as
 : their .respective 
representatives on the Board of Trustees, such Trustees name'in said Agreement and Declaration of 
- Trust,as Employer and Union Trustees',.together with their successors-selected as provided therein, 
.•and agree to;abide and be bound.by'all' procedures established, and actions taken by, the Trustees 
pursuant to said Trust Agreement.' Any provision in tliis Agreement-:that is inconsistent with the 
. • Agreement-and Declaration of Trust, or the Plan of-Benefits, rules, or procedures established.by the 
Trustees, shall be null and void, . . . . . . . , _ . . . , ... 
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ARTICLE 26:. PENSIONS 
26.01. Trust and Plan. _ , ; ; . 
There'shall be continued for the/term of this Agreement the Southern Nevada Culinary Workers and 
Bartenders Pension Plan Trust Agreement, pursuant to which there has 'been adopted a jointly 
negotiated pension plan for employees covered by this.Agreement. 
26.02. Contributions. 
Said contributions shall be forty-eight cents (AHf)'per hour worked. Said contributions shall be due 
and payable to the fund not later than the fifteenth'(15l >) day of each month. A list of the names and 
Social Security numbers of the employees-covered shall accompany the payment. As used in this 
Section, "hours worked" shall mean all hours for-which an employee is.compensated, including 
vacation and holiday hours paid for. This rate of contribution may be increased on or after May 1, 
2004 in accordance with the provisions of section'27.01 of this Agreement. 
26.03. Acceptance of Trust. 
' By'the execution bf this Agreement, the Employer party .hereto agrees to Accept'and be fully bound 
by the terms of said'Pension Trust Agreementand Plan .and any amendments thereto. 
26.04. Delinquent Contributions. _,: •_ , ... ... , r \ . . -
Contributions to the Pension Trust Fund shall be delinquent after the fifteenth (15*) day of the 
month in which such'paymefit's~are.due; -Interest at-tfce.rate. of seven percent (7%) per annum shall 
be payable on all delinquent contributions. 
26.05. 401(k)Plan.^:c.,r • - , . , .^...^ .,
 ; .. .A " . ;": 
"Wheii the Employer's'"computer.system is capable of this, function,'and upon notification to the 
Employer by means'"of :'an appropriate _ authorization form executed by an employee,, the 
' Employer shall deduct from the wages of an employee an amount designated by the employee 
for contribution to a tax-deferred 401(k) Plan,.jmd.shall send'such deducted-amounts to the Plan. 
" The Union is responsible for establishment of the.Plan. The Employer shall hr no way bear any 
costs associated with the Plan, except for deduction and sending of amounts as-requested by the 
" 'employee. The Employershall make no contribution to the Plan. ' • • • - ' - - . ' . . -
The Union shall indemnify, defend and save the Employer harmless agairist any and all claims, 
demands, suits or other, forms of-liability that shall arise out of or by reason of action taken by 
the Employer in reliance upon payroll deduction authorization forms submitted to the Employer 
forthe401(k)Plan. 
' •••• : . . -.:.. ARTICLE 27:: WAGES' " —- } ' ' •'•„. •-.-. 
27.01. Established Wages; , .. - - " " , . ' ' " " 
Except as provided otherwise.in this paragraph and Sections 5.06(a) and 27.02, classifications and 
' ' wage'rates for the term'of this Agreement shall be as set forth in Exhibit 1 attached to and made a 
' part of this Agreement. The Employer shall pay,.the following additional amounts as'of the dates 
' 'shown.'" At least 30 days prior to each date, .the.-pnion shall inform the Employer how the 
increases shall be allocated to wages for the various classifications listed in Exhibit 1 and . 
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contributions to the Health and Welfare and Pension funds, provided that if the Union's notice to 
the Employer is less than 30 days, the Employer will not be excused from paying the increases as 
allocated by the Union unless there is actual prejudice to the Employer by the delay and then the 
Employer may be excused only Tory period of time equal to the length of the Union's delay in 
giving notice. The Union shall make such allocation in its sole discretion. Any increases in 
wages shall be added to the rates shown in Exhibit 1 -for the affected classifications.•_ 
Date Total Package Increase - • - ; ,< , ! • : 
May "1, 2004,'_ ' , ' -.$0.30' per hour ' ••" ,-. .• •, .'. '""." '": 
May 1,2005' "' _ • "" $0.30 per hour • .. .:., ; ,- .;
 :.. _ • " . - -
May 1,2006 '' ' :'"$0.2'2 per-hour •.-. v . .
 : *. ;_'-..- . . , 
November.],"2006 ;" ' "' $0:22 perhour • '• - :• - -.,,- . . , ' , , " ' . . 
May 1,2007 -'"': y:*$0:48 per hour •' .:,;..:-;-•; ;. . '. ; ' 
,27.02. Minimum Wages. .i<;,~ . . , .
 ; r • <• 
No employee covered by this Agreement shall receive a'wage rate,,exclusive of gratuities, less tnan 
that provided by applicable state and federal wage'laws. In the event .that, applicable state or federal 
minimum wage laws are increased, an automatic adjustment will be made on affected classifications 
„ in this Agreement to comply with the preceding sentence. ••-•••:_ i;>'J.-:M- '> , u • ,» • 
ARTICLE 28: 'OWNERS AND SUCCESSORS-:-
28.01. Ownership. 
Tliis Agreement shall coyer all employees employed in classifications .listed, hi
 t Exhibit, 1 in 
operations within the jurisdiction of the .Union,'Hn Glarfc[ County,- Nevada .(such as defined-rnore 
,- specifically in the Memorandum of Agreement), which after, the effective date of and during the 
. term of this Agreement,; are'(1)'ace-hired and (2) owned by, or operated by. or, substantially under the 
control of the Employer.
 i; The, term' "-Employer11-shall be-deemed to include any, person, _ firm, 
partnership, corporation, 'j.oirit venture or other legal entity substantially, under the control of the 
Employer covered by this Agreement. 'However, the foregoing .provisions of this Section shall not 
apply (1) to any employees erriployed'inclassifications listedin Exhibit 1 in hotel-type operations of 
' .-sixty..(60) rooms or less unless such operations have a casino providing live games, or (2) to any 
• employees ^ employed in classifications listed in'Exhibit 1 in operations .-^ 'hich do not have a.casino 
providing live games, unless such operations are-"hotel-type operations, of-more than sixty (60) 
rooms. ' ' '• '>•••- ...'if., • , -. 
28.02. Obligations on Employer Selling or Assigning. 
In the event that the Employer sells or assigns its business or in the event that there is a change in 
the form of ownership, the Employer shall give the Union reasonable advance notice thereof in 
. writing and shall make all payments which are due or shall be due as of the date of transfer of the 
'• business for wages and health and welfare for employees covered by this Agreement. Imaddition, 
the'Employer shall be responsible for accrued vacation'payments for each employee covered by this 
Agreement... The Employer 'further agrees that as a condition to any such sale, assignment.or trans-
fer of ownership, the Employer will' obtain -from this successor or successors in interest \a written 
assumption of this Agreement and furnish a copy thereof to the Union. . , . . . 
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28.03. Obligations on Successor Employers. 
This Agreement shall be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties hereto. No 
provisions, terms or obligations herein contained shall be affected, modified, altered or changed in 
any respect whatsoever by the. consolidation, merger, sale,' transfer or assignment of the Employer's 
interest, or any.pan .thereof, in any: establishment covered by this Agreement. •" 
: ARTICLE29: SUBCONTRACTING AND SUBLEASING 
- . ' . . ; : . " . - • " . \ - v • *i , - • 
2 9 . 0 1 . :*"~ 
It is recognized that the Employer and the Union have a common interest in protecting work 
opportunities for. all employees covered by this Agreement and employed on a regular basis. 
Therefore, no work customarily performed by employees, covered by this Agreement shall be 
performed .under any sublease, subcontract, or other'agreement unless the terms of any lease, 
contract or-other agreement
 v specifically state that (a) all such work shall be performed only by 
members of the bargaining unit-covered by this Agreement, and (b) the Employer shall at all times 
hold and exercise Jull-control of;the terms and conditions 'of employment of all such employees 
pursuant to the; terms of this Agreement. The provisiofis'oflhis' Article, apply .to., all operations on 
the. EinployerVprcrnisep;. regardless of location or displacement of,employees or prior use of the 
area occupied by"'such operations. Any sublease;*"subcontract;--or--other agreement for the 
performance *o£-cleaning • or -janitorial services shall first require the approval of the Union. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions hereof, the Employer may purchase from outside sources 
for use Ja.its_e'5t&blishment,convenience;foods, prepared frozen foods, pre-mixed salads and peeled 
vegetables, and the Employer may subcontract fast food operations in which there is no table 
service except for delivery of items ordered at a counter, provided that such restaurants may not 
supply any products to any part of the Employer's premises outside of the space occupied by the 
restaurant and may not engage in room service. 
ARTICLE 30: WAIVER OF DUTY TO BARGAIN 
30.01. 
The parties acknowledge that, during negotiations which resulted in this Agreement, each had the 
unlimited right and opportunity to' make demands and proposals with respect to any subject or 
matter not removed by law from the area of collective bargaining, and that the understandings and 
agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise of such rights, are set forth in this Agreement; 
each voluntarily and unqualifiedly waives the right, and each agrees that the other shall not be 
obligated to bargain coiiectively or submit to arbitration with respect to any subject or matter not 
specifically referred to or covered in this Agreement, even though such subject or matter may not 
have been within the knowledge or contemplation of either or both of the parties at the time they 
negotiated or signed this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 31: TERMINATION 
31.01. ; . " , : "''';'-'• • '• 
This Agreement shall.be in full force and effect'from June 1, 2002, to and including May 31, 
2007, and from year to year thereafter unless sixty (60) days written notice to change, modify or 
terminate is given by either party prior to May 31 ,'20H0'7;-or in-any subsequent year, there after. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the barties 'hereto ;rW ttieir duly designated Representatives have 
hereunto set their hands this /l/ffiiay of I^AntLcM , 2003, in Clark County, State of 
Nevada. . 
•EMPLOYER-HORSESHOEDP'ERATING'- r ' \ -LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD . 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & 1:';i1 "': 'OF LASVE6AS•.;;..;• 
C A S I N O -, ., " ',. *: '[ ^ 1 - ' f i ' J ' " ' - : , - - ^ . * V J . . .•.>•-;:,•„• .- . ; ; - . , , •, , , 
,'
!
 •\--'-r'y-i' '-;,-I-TS: "Secretary-Treasurer :-: -• . 
/ 
' ' -
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EXHIBIT 1 - WAGE SCALES 2002 
17.04 
15.57 • 
15.34 
14.01 
13.63 
12.46 
6/1/02 
CLASSIFICATION 100% 90% 80% 
COOKS AND 
MISCELLANEOUS KITCHEN HELP 
Sous Chef 
Second Cook/Saucier 
Cook (Baker, Broiler Cook, 
Roast Cook) 15.18 13.66 12.14 
Intermediate Cook (Fry Cook, 
Carver, Garde Manger, 
Relief Cook) 14.49 13.04 11.59 
Butcher 14.95 13.46 11.96 
Food Preparation (Baker's Helper, 
Butcher's Helper, Cook's Helper, 
Desserts or Pantry Helper, 
Vegetable Cook, Vegetable Prep.) 12.62 11.36 10.10 
Pantry Person 14.05 12.65 11.24 
Kitchen Steward 12.99 11.69 10.39 
Kitchen Utility Person (Coffee 
Person, Head Dishwasher, Kitchen 
Runner. Kitchen Worker, 
Pot Washer) 11.17 10.05 8.94 
Stove Cleaner 11.47 10.32 9.18 
DINING ROOM/BUFFET/SNACKBAR 
Host Person 13.35 12.02 . 10.68 
Restaurant/Buffet Cashier, Checker 
or Combination Cashier/Checker 13.07 11,76 10.46 
Specialty/Gourmet Room 
Cashier/Checker 13.07 11.76 " 10.46 
Specialty/Gourmet Room 
Food Server 
Room Service Server 
Other Room Food Server 
Cocktail Server 
Note: Efl'ective 9/17/98, ail new hires shall receive 80% of the 100% wage rate for their l" year of 
employment, then 90% for their 2"d year, then 100%. 
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8.62 
8.62 
8.62 
8.62 
7.76 
7.76 
7.76 
7.76 
6.90 
6.90 
6.90 
6.90 
CLASSIFICATION 100% 
6/1/02 
90% 80% 
Bus Person/Runner (Bus Person, 
Room Service Bus Person. Other 
Room Bus Person; Cafeteria Bus 
Person, Runner) 
Snack Bar Attendant ' • 
Deli Attendant 
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSIFICATIONS 
Bartender • . - ; 
Apprentice Bartender ' 
Slot Change Person
 :, ,-r_> 
Slot Carousel Attendant 
Booth Cashier ,."'.. ;" 
Bellhop (Baggage Handler, Bellhop, 
Bell Starter, Combination Elevator 
& Bellhop, Valet Runner) 
Porter (Head Porter,-Head House 
Person, Porter/House Person, 
Shampoo Porter)/ ] 
Utility Porter/House person 
Guest Room Attendant 
Linen Room Attendant 
S earner 
Status Board Operator 
8.83 
8:39 
10.75'\ 
33.31 
11.1-2 
11.14 
9.39 
12.95 
7.95 
7.55 
9.68 
11.98 
10.00 
10.03 
8.45 
11.66 
7.06 
6.71 
8.60 
10.65 
8.89 
8.91 
7.51 
10.36 
i . ' 1 8.58 7.72 6.86 
11.32 
11.84 
1.1.05 
12,46 • 
T2.H6 
12.57 
10.19 
10.66' 
9.95 
n.2i 
11.21 
11.31 
9.06 
9.47 
8.84 
9.97 
9.97 
10.06 
Note: Effective 9/17/93. nil new hires shall receive 80% of the H)0% wage rate for their lsl year of 
employment, then 90% for their 2"d year, then 100%. 
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HOURLY RATES APPLICABLE ONLY TO NEW 
HIRES ON OR AFTER JULY 2, 2002 J 
Sous Chef 
Broiler Cook 
Fry Cook 
Cook's Helper 
Pantry Person 
Vegetable Prep 
Dishup 
Kitchen Worker 
Pot Washer ,.,
 ; 
Stove Cleaner 
Hostess (8 hours) 
(4 hours) 
Gourmet/Specialty Room Food Server . • 
(8 hours) ,6.1.602'" 
(6 hours) 6.3066 ' " 
(4 hours) . 6.6500 . '' ' " ' 
Food Server (8 hours) ' ' "'.' ' '"6V160i -. f ; 
(6 hours) • ' : -'••-•' ;'"'-6C3066 • :i. ; -
(4 hours) 
Cashier (8 hours) 
(4 hours) 
Bus Person (8 hours) 
(6 hours) 
Runner 
Maitre'd . 
Change Person 
Carousel Attendant 
Booth Cashier 
Bellman 
Linen Room Attendant 
Status Board Operator 
Porter 
Utility Porter 
Shampoo Porter 
Rest Room Attendant 
Guest Room Attendant 
House Person 
Combination Bartender 
Apprentice Bartender 
Cocktail Server (8 hours) 
(6 hours) 
, ,(4 hours)
 (t „?; ,. „ 
-.f:6L650(L . 
.'.'.' -^?;2200, .. 
. ., 10.0600,. ., 
' 6.3300 ' 
6.8300" '* 
1
 -•- 6.5800 • 
8,2730.' • 
7,1800 
6.7760 
9.1300 • 
6.12*50 
8.7350 
8.8200 
7.9200 
8.2400 
8.0200. 
7.0250 
7.6100 
. 7.8250 
9.9100 
7.6600 
6.1600 
6.3066 
6.6500 
/ •• • - ( 
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10.3550 
10.1150 
9.8600 
8:8650 / 
9.5050 --. 
8.8650 , 
9.0784 
7.7000 
7.8000 
7.9400 • '•-
8.9400 
9.7400 •;-; 
EXHIBIT 2 - CHECKOFF AGREEMENT 
1. Pursuant to the Union'Security provision of the Agreement between HORSESHOE 
OPERATING COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & CASINO (hereinafter, referred to as 
the "Employer") and the LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD OF LAS VEGAS, representing 
the Culinary Workers Union, Local No'. 226;'and"the-Bartenders Union, Local No. 165 (hereinafter, 
referred to as the.''Union"), the Employer,< during the term of trie Agreement, agrees to deduct each 
month Union membership dues (excluding initiation fees, fines and assessments) from the pay of 
those employees who have authorized such deductions'in writing as provided, in. this Check-Off 
Agreement. Such membership dues shall-be limited to amounts levied by the Unions in accordance 
with their -Constitutions and Bylaws. Deductions shall be made only Tor-'those employees who 
voluntarily submit to the hotel empIoyihgThem the.original or a facsimile of a'written authorization 
in accordance with the '.'Authorization for .Ch^ck'-Off of Dues" form set forth below. It is the 
Union's responsibility to provide the employees with this Torn:.' 
2. On and after the date this Agreement is ratified by employees represented by the Union, the 
required authorization shall be/in the following form: 
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION -. . 
' - - • - • . ' . . . > - ' / • - ; ' ' '.'"r. 7 - ' • " " ' : :, , :"! " ' - '' — D a t e • : .; !• 
I, the undersigned, hereby request and voluntarily authorize the Employer to-deduct from any wages 
or'compensation due. me, an. amount equal •tq'the'feg'ul'ar'monthly dues uniformly applicable to 
members of ("Union")'in. afccordance" with the Constitution and Bylaws of 
the Union. •".--• -. . .•
 ; , . 
This .authorization shall remain-in effect and. shall.be irrevocable unless-1 revokeut by sending 
written notice to both the Employer and the Union'by registered mail'during a period .of fifteen (15) 
days immediately succeeding any yearly period" subsequent to-the date of-this* authorization or 
subsequent to "the date. of-;termination of the applicable contract between the Employer and the 
Union,-whichever occurs sooner, and shall be automatically" renewed as-an irrevocable check-off 
from year to year unless .revoked,as hereinabove provided, irrespective of whether L;am a Union 
member. - - - - . . •',. .. , •
 i . .. , 
'V* ' . ' . ' ; • • - Signed 
• Social Security No. • v : 
The Employer shall continue, to honor authorization in the following form executed by employees 
prior to the date of this Agreement is ratified by employee's represented by the Union: 
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PAYROLL DEDUCTION AUTHORIZATION 
' ' . ; , • Date' ^ 
I, the undersigned, a member of "____ _'_ _ • • • • • , hereby request and voluntarily 
authorize the'Employer to deduct from any'wages ofcompensation due me, an amount equal to the 
regular monthly'dues uniformly applicable" to-"-members- of: '- • " :• ("Union'')-in 
• accordance with the Constitution and Bylaws of the Union;-' •'- '..: ' . -•-<- • - _. , 
This authorization shall remain in effect'and shall beJ irrevocable unless! revoke it by pending a 
written notice to both the Employer "and" ;"' •"" "' •'' - : ,: by registered mail during a 
- period of fifteen (15) days immediately'.succeedirig',any yearly period subsequentrto'the.date of this 
authorization or subsequent to the date of termination of'the'applicable: contract,-between the 
Employer and the Union, whichever occurs sooner, - and shall be-automatically renewed as an 
'- irrevocable Check-Off from vear to year unless revoked as herein above provided. 
3. Deductions shall be made only in accordance with the provisions' of said Authorization for 
Check-Off of Dues, together with the.provisions p£this Check-Off Agreement. 
4.. The original or a facsimile of a properly executed Authorization for Check-Off of Dues 
form for each employee for whom Union membership dues are to be deducted hereunder shall be 
• 'delivered to the Employer before any payroll deductions are made. Deductions shall be made 
thereafter only:-under Authorization, for.'Check-Off of'Dues forms -which havp been,, properly .„ 
1
 executed and are in effect. Any Authorization" for 'Check-Off of Due's'which is incomplete, or in error 
will be returned to the Union by the Employer;';' '' ; ' . . . . . _ . . . . . • ' • ••.-.-• 
5. Checkroff deductions .under all properly executed Authorization for Check-Off of Dues 
• forms which have been delivered to the Employer oif'or before the fifteenth (15th) day of;any 
particular month thereafter shall begin with'the following calendar month. ••• -:. i; .... .- .( 
6. Deductions, shall be made in accordance with'the provisions of this..Check-Off of Union 
Membership; .Dues section, from the pay received, oii the first payday of each, month regardless of 
the payroll period ending date represented on that payroll check. 'These provisions Tor dues de-
ductions shall not apply-to banquet workers. .,- -
7. The Employer agrees to make deductions as otherwise provided in this Check-Off of Union 
Membership Dues section,in the case of employees who have returned to work after authorized 
leave of absence. 
8. In .cases where a deduction is made which duplicates a payment already made to the Union 
by an employee, or where a" deduction' is riot in conformity'with the provisions of the Union 
Constitution and By-laws, refunds to the.employee will be made by the Union. 
9. The Employer shall remit each month to the designated financial officer of the Union, the 
amount of deductions made for that particular month, together with a list of employees and their 
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Social Security numbers, for whom such deductions have been made. The information shall be in 
computer'readable electronic form, in any .one of the following media: 
• -' 1. 31/:'1 diskette in Formatted Text (Space Delimited) format • 
2. CD ROM in Formatted Text (Space Delimited) format ; 
3. ZIP Disk in Formatted Text (Space Delimited)'format 
4. Via e-mail transmission- • .-.-.!, • • , • 
The report-shall .contain.-header information and be set up so that position " 1 " is the first position 
(not position 0). The positional .formatting shall,be as follows:-
Positions 1-13 . Social Security Number with the dashes -• 
Positions 14-54 jName as Last name, First .name,, 
Positions 55-60 The dollar amount of the remittance without a dollar sign, 
-' "
;
 •. " •  • ->„ leftjustified, and with the minus sign in front for 
1
 •• ': .,-/-• ,,negative amounts.(such as""-30.00)'. ' 
The remittance .shall be-fonwarded^to .the, above, "designated financial officer not later ;than, the 
fifteenth (151'1) of the month, for the deduction from'tfie first paycheck received by the employee 
(prior to the fifteenth {15"1] of the month) for the month' the dues are being paid: , •- •. . 
10. Any employee whose seniority is broken by death, quit, discharge or layoff, or who is 
•transferred to-a'position outside the scope of.the bargaining unit, shall cease to be subject to check-
off deductions'begimiing.with the, month, immediately following that in which such death,'quit, 
discharge, layoff, or transfer occurred. ' "" ' '- -•• >•
 T >' 
11. In the event any employee shall register a complaint with the Employer alleging his/her dues 
are being improperly deducted, the Employer
 i will, make no further deductions of the employee's 
dues. Such dispute shall then be reviewed with the: employee by a" representative of the Union and a 
representative of the Employer. _ - . . • • . . 
12. The Employer shall not be liable to the Union by reason of the requirements of this Check-
Off Agreement for the remittance of payment- of any sum other than that constituting deduction 
made from employee wages earned. 
• > • ' . 
13. ' • The Union shall-indemnify, defend and 'save.me Employer1 harmless against, any. and all 
claims, demands* suits .or other forms of liability that shall arise out of or;by reason of action taken 
by the Employer in reliance upon payroll deduction authorization cards submitted to the Employer. 
EXHIBIT 3 - DISTRIBUTION 6F'GRATUITIES . i 
•1. • Fourteen percent (14%) of the total gratuity of a banquet function, other than a cocktail party 
as defined in Section 17.06' shall be divided .evenly..among Captains; Host Persons^ and Banquet or 
Catering* Managers (who meet the requirements of Section 17:02); who work the'function.. Eighty-
six percent (86%) of the total gratuity shall be divided evenly among'Food Servers'and.Cocktail 
Servers. 
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2. On cocktail parties, as defined in Section 17.06, fourteen percent (14%) of the total gratuity 
shall be divided evenly among Captains and Host Persons who work the cocktail party. Eighty-six 
percent (86%) of the total gratuity shall be divided evenly only among Food Servers or Cocktail 
Servers, as the case may be, and Bartenders who work the cocktail party. • 
EXHIBIT 4 - RE: Walkouts : ': . 
This is to confirm our understanding that so long as'Food Servers observe the Employer's published 
procedure governing walkouts, there will'be no automatic cash deductions"from employees'1 wages 
pending an investigation. 
EXHIBIT 5J: RE: Section 6.01(b) • ; 
In applying Section 6.01(b) to employees, represented by the Bartenders Union, the Employer agrees 
that before it implements said subparagraph as'to Bartenders^ or Apprentice Bartenders, it will call 
the appropriate telephone number provided by the Bartenders Union and afford a Bartenders Union 
• - representative an opportunity to be .present. _ If.'there is no answer or no representative arrives, the 
Employer may proceed to have the examination'conducted. - -• • ; ' . . - . 
' , EXHIBIT 6
 : RE:.Section 17.04 
The Union shall, not under Article 2 refer to the Employer, persons whom-the Employer -previously 
has designated in writing to be unsatisfactory because of inability to do .the: work' properly-. _ 
••-:. . EXHIBIT 7 - RE: Section 20.04 7 
•Bartenders.Union, Local 165, shall indemnify' the Emplbyer-for-all claims and any- liability+that may 
arise out of or by reason of any good faith action taken by -the • Employer in reliance upon the 
requirement in Section 20.04 that an individual must have passed a craft examination for bartenders 
by Local 165 before being promoted to the classification of Bartender. 
EXHIBIT 8 - RE: Layoffs of Cooks Pursuant to Section 20.03(b) 
Specialty/Gourmet Room Cooks, will not be laid off under the terms of Section 20.03(b) where they 
• -are immediately qualified.to perform the wort'ofcooks in their classifications ny other kitchens, 
provided they have sufficient classification seniority'to displace cooks in:othex kitchens.. % 
EXHIBIT 9 -;RE:r Merging Seniority of Employees in Casino Porter and Porter 
Classifications " - ; ; '. > 
Upon the effective date ofthe.l984'collective bargaining agreement, the Casino Porter classification 
. shall be merged with the.Porter classification. Employees formerly.classified as Casino Porter shall 
> • retain their accrued-house and classification, seniority after their'reclassification to Porter.. 
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EXHIBIT 10 
During the term of this Agreement, if the Union becomes a party to another'labor agreement with 
any hotel/casino which has 400 rooms or more which is located in Las Vegas, Nevada, or in Clark 
County Nevada, within a 12-mile radius'of'Las' Vegas, Nevada, City-Hall, which agreement 
constitutes the'initial agreement between .the. Union and that" hotel/casino, and that agreement 
contains provisions regarding wages, salaries, benefits (including but not necessarily limited to 
health and welfare, pension, vacations, and holidays), hours of work, and/or overtime, as of the last 
year of the Agreement, which the Employer believes, taken together, are more favorable than the 
like provisions of this Agreement taken together, the Employer may, at its discretion, implement all 
of such provisions of such other agreement notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement. Upon 
such implementation of such more favorable provisions, taken together, the Employer shall no 
longer be obligated to comply with the like provisions of this Agreement which are in conflict with 
said provisions of the other Agreement which the Employer has adopted. Before implementing 
such alternate provisions, the Employer shall advise the Union. Upon request by the Union, the 
parties shall meet to discuss the matter before implementation by the Employer, provided such 
meeting is held promptly; in such meeting the Employer shall provide the Union with full doc-
umentation for its belief that such provisions of the other Agreement are more favorable. If the 
Union believes that the provisions of the other agreement are not more favorable, the issue may be 
submitted to an arbitrator, who shall issue a binding decision as to whether the claimed provisions 
are more favorable, and shall either permit the Employer to substitute the claimed provisions or 
direct the Employer to abide by this Agreement. 
EXHIBIT 11 
The Employer agrees to honor political contribution deduction authorizations from its employees, in 
the following form: 
I hereby authorize the Employer to deduct from my pay the sum of $1.00 per month 
and to forward that amount to the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees 
International Union TIP - "To Insure Progress". This authorization is signed 
voluntarily and with the understanding- that the Hotel Employees and Restaurant 
Employees International Union TIP - "To Insure Progress" will use this money to 
make political contributions and expenditures in connection with Federal elections. I 
am aware of my right to refuse to sign this authorization without reprisal. This 
authorization may be revoked by mailing notices of revocation by United States 
Registered or Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested to the Treasurer, Hotel 
Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union TIP - "To Insure 
Progress", 1219 281'1 Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007, and to the Employer. 
The political contribution deduction shall be made once each month during which an employee who 
has performed compensated service has in effect a voluntarily executed political contribution 
deduction authorization. The money shall be remitted within thirty (30) days after the last day of 
the preceding month to the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union TIP -
"To Insure Progress", 1219 28th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007, accompanied by a form 
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stating the name and Social Security number of each employee for whom a deduction has been 
made, and the amount deducted. . . . . . . 
• * ' 
The .Union shall indemnify, defend and'save" the Employer harmless against any and all claims, 
demands, suits or other-terms of liability that shall arise out of or by reason of action taken by the 
Employer in reliance upon payroll deduction authorization cards submitted to the Employer. : 
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SIDE LETTERS -.RE: ARTICLE 29 
Notwithstanding the language of Section 29.01 of the Labor contract, please be advised that the 
Union will, at any time during the life of that Agreement, consider any proposal by the Employer to 
establish a restaurant outlet that does not comply with the requirements'of Section 29.01. 
The Union reserves the right to .reject any s.ucji'proposal. However, the-Union will give good faith 
consideration to any such proposal.. The factors the Union' will weigh in considering any. such 
proposal include, but are.not limited.to: , • • . 
1. 
2. 
- i . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
The, nature, of the specific'proposal. .,,.•.'" ] " ' * ; 
The reason that theproposal does,. notcbntenipI'ate: compliance with Section 29.01. 
' The hotel's o wry-analysis of'the impact on the'hotel'soverall ability to attract new customers 
to the hotel- --• ••f.-.. •.-, 
- ::.'..• <_ 
J ' I , '_;[ 
The effect on existing jobs and operations. : - -. 
'The posture of the new operator "-toward unionization' and Union activities. 
• • ' • • • • •'*•• ' '- ' - . ^ ' N - - ~ ' - • ; . f - . . . . . . 
The; relationship-between the new- operations and Article 22 of the labor contract. 
7. The hotel parent company's posture toward unionization at its otherfacilities in Nevada and 
elsewhere. ; . 
8, . .What the-'status is.ofexisting non-Union operations at the hotel, if any. 
As provided in Section 29.01, the Employer may subcontract fast food operations in which there 
is no table service except-for delivery of items-ordered at a counter,., provided that such 
restaurants may. not supply any products to any part of the Employer's premises outside of the 
space occupied by the restaurant and may not engage in room service. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties hereto'by their duly designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands this /4^<Jiay of KAACCM 2003 in Clark County, State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & 
CASINO 
ITS: ^ r r ^ w l ^ r A 
LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
OF LAS VEGAS 
jfi/yu^ 
ITS: Secretarv-Treasurer 
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SIDE LETTER #2 
The Employer and the Union agree that good employee morale and high productivity are in the best 
interests of all parties.-In order to encourage good-morale and high productivity, the Employer and 
the Union agree, upon request by either party,, not more than once a month, to participate-in 
meetings -for the purpose of discussing -those issues. Such meetings shall include employees 
designated by the Union,,Union representatives, 'supervisors',--and other management personnel 
designated by the Employer. Union and Employer representatives'shall-attempt-to-agree on the 
agenda and time schedule in advance. Both- the Employer* and''the* Union' shall give due 
consideration to the views of the employees expressed in the meetings. Such meetings shall initially 
be held in the Housekeeping Department. After a trial period-- of at least six. months in 
Housekeeping, such meetings, shall, upon request by the Union/ be held in other departments. 
Nothing herein shall in any way obligate'the" parties'to agree'to modify-any.-provision of this 
Agreement or to agree to any request or, suggestion which may be made at such meetings. Nothing 
contained herein shall require or prohibit that such meetings be held during employees' .worktime. 
This shall not prohibit the Employer from holding its own departmental meetings for any 
departmental employees separate and apart from the departmental meetings referenced herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREQEvthe parties hereto by their duly designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands this IH *fiay of MAKj%(' " '"/2Q03 in Clark County,' State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING'"''' ' LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE-BOARD 
'COMPANYdbaHORSESHOE HOTEL & . . OF LAS VEGAS 
C A S I N O ' ' ' ' J ; ; " " ' ' " / J " -*" i : ' : '•• " " " • ' : • • « ' ••• " • - . : : 
ITS: Secretary-Treasurer 
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SIDE BETTER #3 
The Employer agrees that all Bartenders hired by the employer shall have completed the Bartenders 
Local 165 Joint Apprenticeship Training-Program,, and passed the craft exam related to that 
program, so long as in the Employer's sole judgment this results ih a sufficient supply of best 
qualified applicants. .. ' . • ;-.,.. - ",-,,' 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto by their duly designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands'this IH. -flay of _ MArt-frtf , 200.3 .in Clark County, State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER- -' HORSESHOE .OPERATING' 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & .-, 
CASINO • . " • - . . 
'MTU. BY: tQfytrk 
ITS: ^ C ^ l ' d L r y W c 
L*gail 
lO.CAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
Of LAS VEGAS 
BY: 
ITS': ' ' 'President 
D V . 
" I i " 
J^sjJsCy, 
-+-** T 
ITS: " ' Secretary-Treasurer 
* • . ' . 
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SIDE LETTER #4 
In order to clarify the understanding of the'pafties regarding the administration, of Section 6.01 of 
the Agreement at the Horseshoe Hotel & Casino, the parties agree that: 
1. The only relevant "similar factual situations" in Section 6.01(d)(1) are those involving the 
same incident. 
2. After a meeting pursuant to Section 6.01 (d)(3),, the .^continuation of, substandard work 
performance'or the infraction of any rule shall constitute just cause for further disciplinary action, 
up to and including discharge. .'In. applying this mle. the -Employer, agrees^that, -if an employee's 
prior problems did not involve absenteeism or tardiness^ the Employee shall not, after,a 6.01(d)(3) 
meeting, be discharged fort instances of absenteeism or tardiness which would not in and of 
themselves constitute just cause .,for discharge. .
 r • 
. : ;.. 
j . These, clarifications are not intended to change the procedures for processing disciplinary 
situations which the parties have developed.1 _.... _._ '"_;_
 :.
J
 - - _ - . - . i 
4. These clarifications'avise'fromthe particular situation at the Horseshoe Hotel & Casino, and 
have no relevance or application to any other Employer. 
IN WITNESS WHEREQE, the parties hereto by their duty designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands this / ^ / ^day of CAfcttii 2003 in Clark County, State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & 
CASINO 
ITS: f W i ) daJr 
LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
OF LAS VEGAS 
BY: 
ITS: President 
•BY: 
ITS: Secretary-Treasurer 
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SIDE LETTER #5 
The Employer and the Union agree to change the job classification in the Deli. It is agreed by 
both parties that the current employees in theDelnn the. classification of Intermediate Cook will 
be retained in that job classification. • 
It is further agreed that any new hires "in "the Deii wilTbe in'the job-classification of Deli 
Attendant. The starting wage at 80% is $7.80, 90% is$8^78 'and'going'-to 100% which is $9.75 
upon the-.date of ratification of this .Agreement. ^Employees promoted to Deli Attendant from 
other classifications shall.be paid at the appropriate rate Based on their house seniority. ' 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto by their duly designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands this Jj£[]iay of MATLCM 2003 in Clark County, State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL &*" 
CASINO 
VM MS-
/Le£tQe>sr": 
'LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
' OF LAS VEGAS r • ' 
U-/ BY:':/\J j/L^ 
ITS:" Secretary-Treasurer 
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SIDE LETTER #6 - RE: IMMIGRATION 
In the event that a post-introductory employee has a problem with his or her right to .work in 
the United States, the Employer shall notify the Union in writing as soon as the problem is known. 
Upon the Union's request, the Employer shall meet with the Union to discuss the nature of the 
problem to see if a resolution can be reached. .Whenever possible, the meeting shall take place ' 
before any action is taken by the Employer.,'V '"'.,'„ ••••'•>. . ...-
As part of the Employer's six (6) month notification process, whenever possible the • 
Employer agrees to share with the Union the names'of employee's'whose work authorizations are 
going to expire. .. 
Upon request, employees shall be released-for'upto'fiVe (5) unpaid working days during 
the term of this Agreement in order to attend to Immigration.and Naturalization Service ("INS") 
proceedings and any related matters for the employee ,pnly;'The Employer may-request - V ; 
verification of such absence. ' "" ' ' • ' • ' " - , ' . ' • . - * ' . , ' ' 
A post-introductory employee who is not authorized to work in the United States and 
whose employment has been terminated for this reason shall be "immediately .reinstated to his or 
her former classification without loss of prior seniority provided-the-employee produces proper 
work authorization within twelve,(l2) months of the date of termination.- Employees do not 
accrue vacation or other benefits based upon particular Plan policies-.during- such absences. "' 
If the employee needs" additional time, the Employer will rehire the employee into the 
next available opening in the employee.'sTormer classification, as a new hire without retaining 
seniority, upon the Former employee providing proper paper work authorization within a * 
maximum of twelve (12) additional months from the date the employee notifies the Employer 
that he or she needs additional time. The parties agree that the employee would be subject to an 
introductory period upon rehire in such event. 
Change of St-atusflmmigration. On the day an employee becomes a U.S. citizen, the 
Employer will compensate the employee with a one hundred dollar ($100.00) gift in recognition 
of his or her citizenship. 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
THIS'AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between the HORSESHOE OPERATING 
COMPANY dba .HORSESHOE HQTEL & CASINO which is;locatedat 128 Fremont. Street, Las 
Vegas,'Nevada ..(hereinafter,, called the'"Employer"); and the:-LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE 
BOARD OF LAS VEGAS, for and on'behalf pf :the CULINARY WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 
NO'. 226, and BARTENDERS UNION, LOCARNO. 1*65 (hereinafter, called the "Union"), and is 
-hereby attached to and made a part of the Collective Bargaining Agreement(s) between those parties 
(the 'Agreement'!).- . -• . : . ' . - , _ . . . ' . " . . ' " " ' " '•-
'The parties hereby establish .the following, procedure for the'purpose of ensuring' an orderly 
environment for the exercise by the Employer's'employees'of their rights.-under Section 7 of the 
National Labor Relations. Act and to.avoid, picketing and/or other economic action directed at the 
Employer in the event the Union decides .to conduct an' organizing campaign at -any operation (at 
which the'Union does hot.have,representation rights)^covered by Section 28.01 of the abqye-
- referenced Agreement between the .parties among^employees' employed in.classifications listed, in 
Exhibit 1 of such agreements. "" • ' " - ' - - . • • " . ' 
The'parties mutually recognize that national.labor law guarantees employees the right to form or 
:
 select-any labor organization .'tp: act as. the employee's^ exclusive bargaining representative for the 
purpose oficollective.bargaining with,the Employer/of to refrain from such activity. . . . .. \t 
The'-Erhployer--:':will.- take, ,a,positive approach', ^ "unionization' -of employees emplpyed in 
classifications'listed :in.Exliib.it d" of .theragreemeritV between the parties.- -The Employer will not do 
any action nor make any statement that will directly'o'r indirectly state or imply any opposition by 
the Employer to the selection by such employees of a collective bargaining- agent, or preference for 
or opposition1 to'any particular union as a bargaining agent. 
'The Union' and' its' representatives will not coerce or threaten any employee of the Employer in an 
effort*to obtain authorization cards. .. -, ' ' "J'~ . . • . • : •• , ,..
 r 
If the Union provides written, notice to the Employer'of its intent td'organize. employees employed 
in1 classifications listed in Exhibit 1 of the Agreement, the Employer shall not interfere with access 
on its premises to such employees-by the Union to the'extent such access is. permitted by the. 
"Employer's lawful solicitation rules. _ . ' . , ' . ' . - . : 
Within ten (10) days following receipt of such written .notice of intent to organize employees 
employed in classifications listed in Exhibit 1 of the agreements between the parties, .the; Employer 
will furnish the Union with a complete list of such employees, including both fuii and part-time 
employees employed in classifications listed in Exhibit 1 of the agreements, showing their job 
classifications and departments. Within two (2) weeks thereafter, the Employer will furnish a 
second list of such employees to the Union, including the addresses of all employees unless an 
employee objects in writing to the disclosure of his or her name. Thereafter, the Employer will 
provide updated lists monthly. 
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The Union may request recognition as the exclusive collective bargaining agent for the employees 
in the traditional bargaining.unit represented by the Union in the hotel-casino industry in Las Vegas. 
A disinterested, neutral party_ mutually satisfactory to the Employer and the Union will be selected 
to conduct a review of employees'.authorization cards and membership information submitted by 
the Union in support of its claim to represent amajority of the employees in.tlie unit.,If amajority of 
employees within the unit has joined -,the Union or designated it as their/exclusive collective 
bargaining representative, the Employer will recognize'the Union'as-'such representative of the 
employees and will extend to such employees the collective bargaining-agreement-between the 
Union and the Employer together with any amendments agreed to by the parties: . The Employer 
will not file a petition with the National, Labor Relations Board for any election in connection with 
• any demands for recognition provided.for^'^thisMernotanduhiof Agrternent. ..•>._• - •; 
:
- During the Hfe.of this Agreement, the .Unipniwill "hot engage in picketihgor other economic activity 
-atany operation covered
 :by this;Mempra|idurh of Agreement,-provided-that'iftlie Employer recog-
•'
;
 nifces any union-, as the; exclusive, collective bargaining1 representative^ of employees' in the •unit, or 
any part thereof, traditionally represented by the Uftion^tnis paragraph shall.terminate immediately 
and without notice. •.,':."_•-':•'••.:'.
 v . ( -; _ 
• The parties agree "that, any disputes, oyer ,the interpretation or :apr>li cation of this- Section shall be 
submitted to expedited; arbitration ,irv the" maimer provided in of the agreements between the parties, 
with Gerald McKay of Hillsborough, California!'or any otriet' mutually. .acceptable<:,person, as tlie 
arbitrator. The-arbitrator shall have.,the authority to order the non-compliant party to comply with 
this-Section. T'he parties hereto consent,ttp„tlie entry !bf any;order-of-the arbitrator-,as the order of «, 
judgment of the United States,District. Cpurt for the" District1 of-Nevada;' without notice or entry of 
findings of fact.and conclusions oflavy..^  „. ^  •'•.", **A'* ';, ' "''/ '"-;'';-";:- ."i. ;:;•.-. ,: " • . 
NOTWITHSTANDING any other provisions" contained'-herein' ori'.in Section, 28.01 of the 
Agreement, it is expressly. understood ..and agreed that for the purposes of the interpretation and 
application of this Memorandum of Agreement," Section 28.(MJof the.Agreement referred to herein 
shall be deemed to apply only to a hotel-casino facility or property which ,the Employer may, during 
. the term of:that agreement .construct, purchase, or acquire by other means which is located in the 
geographic area that 'is .commonly, known, as and' referred to- as "Downtown .Las Vegas11, or, a hotel-
- casino facility, or property, -which, the .Employer may, during the1 term of that 'agreement construct in 
the geographic area that is commonly known'as and referred-to as the. "Las Vegas.Strip", and shall 
not apply to any other hotel-casino facility or property which-the Employer*now owns or operates or 
to any-other bote 1 -casino\which the Employer may hereinafter construct, purchase or otherwise 
acquire except as specifically provide.d. herein". ^ '-•- ••"•... ,'• ,.; -
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF,the.parties-hereto by their duly designated representatives have hereunto 
set their hands this Iff' OBV of /\AAiLCM \ 2003 in Clark County, State of Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE;HOTEL.&" •'' ... OF LAS VEGAS 
CASINO ' . • • . . • . - ' " - - • ' . ; ' • ' . ' • ' ; ' 
BY: 
.'J?.- •;;!.)!, 
ITS: President 
BY: 
' ITS:' Secretary-Treasurer 
• ' ) . ! . '. • . . 
i - I ', ". •' 
1 • ; ,- i l , 
v * > - : , y-K 
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. MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement is made and entered into this day of • • 2003, by and 
between HORSESHOE OPERATING COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & CASINO 
(hereinafter, called the "Employer") and the Local Joint Executive Board of Las Vegas (Culinary 
Workers Union Local 226 and Bartenders Union Local 165) (hereinafter, called the "Union"). 
\. The Employer and the Union are parties to a current collective bargaining 
agreement. 
2. Section 4.03 of the collective bargaining agreement provides for the Employer to 
supply certain information about employees to the Union. The Union recognizes and agrees that 
data obtained by the Union, from the Employer regarding employee ethnicity is sensitive and will 
not be shared with any person; media or entity outside the Union and employee benefit funds. 
3. If the Union materially breaches this promise of confidentiality, the Employer may 
stop supplying the Union with data regarding employees' ethnicity for the remaining term of the 
collective bargaining agreement. Any disputes regarding this promise of confidentiality, including 
any claims based on acts or omissions by either the Employer or the Union in supplying or 
disclosing information about employee ethnicity, shall be resolved in accordance with the grievance 
and arbitration provisions of the collective bargaining agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto by their duly designated representatives have 
hereunto set their hands this 14th day of March , 2003 in Clark County, State of 
Nevada. 
EMPLOYER - HORSESHOE OPERATING LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD 
COMPANY dba HORSESHOE HOTEL & OF LAS VEGAS 
CASINO 
ITS: President 
BY: "~7^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ITS: Secretary-Treasurer 
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